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Ethnicity in Afghanistan – how to deal with the presence of multiple ethnic communities
Willemijn Spaling
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Abstract: Afghanistan is a multi-ethnic country. According to some scholars this increases the likelihood
of conflict. It is important to think academically about ways how to decrease this possibility. This
research therefore focuses on Kymlicka’s Theory of Minorities and moreover how Afghan youth relate
themselves to the solutions offered. The fact that Afghanistan is a multi-ethnic country, hasn’t however
detract from the fact that there also exist a sense of a national Afghan identity among Afghanistan
citizens. Therefore this research is also interested in the role of this notion of an Afghan identity with
regards to the views young Afghans hold towards Kymlicka’s Theory of Minorities.
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Introduction
This research started with an overall fascination for Afghanistan, its’ people and politics. The fact that
Afghanistan is inhabited by numerous ethnic groups fed my interest only more. Ethnic diversity inside a
country can work out positive as well as negative. Scholars disagree whether there is a causal relation
between being a multi-ethnic country and the presence or occurrence of conflict. Where Mujtaba writes
that the inability to deal with Afghanistan’s ethnic, political and language diversity has caused conflicts
and civil wars (Mujtaba 2013:246), Fearon and Laitin agree that it isn’t the presence of ethnic groups as
such which causes conflict, but other ‘conditions that favor insurgency’ (Fearon&Laith 2003:75) such as
poverty, and financially and bureaucratically weaknesses (idem:75-6). Leaving the disagreement among
scholars aside, ethnicity remains a salient topic within Afghanistan, which can be shown through several
examples. On a political level, the president for example often chooses his advisors from the same ethnic
group as his own (Katzman 2015:6, Sharan&Bose c2015). On a social level the marginalized position of
the Hazara’s in both political and economic terms is relevant to mention (Marsden 2001:9). Their social
exclusion is even characterized by Kabul’s city structure, something which is beautifully explained by Ali
Karimi. The majority of Afghanistan’s Hazara population lives on the west side of the city: ‘mud houses
twisted in narrow dusty lanes with almost no access to electricity and running water’ (Karimi date
unknown:27) and here they are being socially excluded: ‘social exclusion refers to a systematic process
by which certain social groups are excluded from access to political power, economic opportunities,
public services and other resources’ (idem). It becomes clear that ethnicity is a salient topic and therefore
it is important for academia to think about how to deal with the presence of ethnic (minority) groups. The
focus in this research will be on the ideas outlined by Will Kymlicka. His ideas are known as the Theory
of Minorities and consists of his views on institutional state crafting as a way of managing the presence of
multiple ethnic groups in a country. Writing about ethnicity however also means writing about identity,
and what becomes interesting here is the fact that, despite the fact that Afghanistan is inhabited by several
ethnic groups, there still exists a sense of national identity, as is stated by both Roy (Roy c2003:4) and
Adeney who writes: ‘(..)a sense of Afghan national identity does indeed exist, irrespective of the complex
ethnic diversity in the country’ (Adeney 2008: 538). It must be made clear that I, in this research, choose
to focus on ethnic and national identity in particular. This paper is moreover also interested in how young
Afghans relate to these two topics. The different areas of interests have led to the following problem
formulation: How do young Afghans relate themselves towards Kymlicka’s Theory of Minorities
and what is the role of the notion of an Afghan identity in this?
The following working questions have been created in order to find an answer to this problem
formulation.


What is the role of ethnicity in Afghan politics?



How can Afghans be defined in terms of a national identity?



How do Afghans define themselves in terms of a national identity?
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What academic solutions do there exist with regards to dealing with the presence of multiple
ethnicities inside a country/Afghanistan



How do Afghans feel about the solutions offered by academia?



What is the relation between how Afghans perceive themselves in terms of identity and their
stance towards Kymlicka’s Theory of Minorities?

Overall this research is interested in Afghan politics and government, which is why the first part of this
research will be devoted to this topic. More specifically, this research intends to elaborate on academic
ideas (namely those of Kymlicka) on how to handle the presence of multiple ethnic groups inside a
country. The second intention is to discuss the idea of a national Afghan identity. And thirdly, how these
two matters can be related to each other.
As is shown in the problem formulation as well as the working questions, this paper has several focus
points. These focus points become clear by elaborating on the procedure of the text. This paper will start
by elaborating on the methods used in this research, namely Thematic Analysis and Critical Discourse
Analysis. The text will then proceed with shortly outlining the situation in Afghanistan in political, safety
and security, and economic terms. The text will further describe the main ethnic groups that inhabit
Afghanistan. Thereafter the focus will be on Afghanistan’s political system and after I have discuss the
historical origin of ethnic schisms I will discuss the role of ethnicity within politics. In the following part
of this paper I will elaborate on the sense of an national Afghan identity – how did this develop and what
does it entail? The research will then proceed with the theory chapter in which Kymlicka’s Theory of
Minorities and social identity theory will be discussed. And after this chapter the analysis chapter will
follow. This research will end with a conclusion where answers to the working questions as well as the
problem formulation will be given.

1.Methodology, introduction of theoretical concepts and limitations
In this research I will use a combination of methods namely Thematic Analysis (TA) and Critical
Discourse Analysis (CDA) as it is defined by Teun van Dijk. TA will be used to organize my data
collection, whereas CDA will be used to interpret this data. After I have explained some general
characteristics of this research, both methods as well as their application will be discussed.

1.1 Introduction of the theoretical concepts
In order to answer the problem formulation and the working questions, a few theoretical concepts are
important in this research. The first one entails the ideas of Kymlicka’s Theory of Minorities as a way to
deal with the presence of ethnic (minority) groups. The second theoretical concept is that of social identity
theory, more specifically self-categorization theory as it is defined by Henri Tajfel and colleagues,
especially William Turner. The theory will be used in order to write about how the respondents look
upon people from a different ethnic background and how they define themselves in terms of their own
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national identity.

1.2 Focus group
The focus group of this research are ten young Afghan students between the age of 19 and 24 years,
residing in the Netherlands. There are about 44.000 Afghans living in the Netherlands and they are
characterized by their differences in ethnicity: Pashtuns, Tadjiks, Hazara’s and Uzbeks (Tiekstra c2015).
The first Afghan migrants arrived in the eighties, when the communistic regime in the country ended and
the Islamic regime replaced it in 1992. From this year on the number of refugees rised again, due to the
harsh and strict (religious) laws the Taliban implemented in the country (Dourleijn et.al 2011:29). The ten
Afghan respondents that were interviewed in this research are a small group out of these 44.000 Afghans
living in the Netherlands. They are all female, except for one respondent. They are also generally highly
educated and as said between the age of 19 and 24. It is also important to notice that they all spend most
or almost all of their lives in the Netherlands. The focus group is relevant and useable because of different
reasons. Because of their high level of education I expect them to be able to reflect on current research
topic. Moreover, the fact that they live in the Netherlands could mean that they are able to look at the
situation in Afghanistan from a clear distance, something Afghans living in Afghanistan might not be able
to. So, how did I came into contact with these ten respondents? Three years ago I was writing on another
paper and interviewed 12 persons, one of them was a young Afghan woman. She became my friend and
agreed to be interviewed again, for current research. In her turn she asked her Afghan friends and
acquaintances to fill in the interview, which some of them did. Another (non-Afghan acquaintance) of me
offered to post the link to the interview in a Facebook group where a lot of Afghans are active. It was via
this snowball effect that I found my respondents and their answers to the interview questions will be
discussed in the analysis chapter.

1.3 Data collection
The results in this research were gathered through an online survey. I created a questionnaire with a total
of 16 questions, which I putted online via the website www.thesistools.com. Some of the questions were
aimed at getting some background information from the respondents, such as their gender, age and level
of education. The rest of the questions were aimed at gaining knowledge on their stance with regards
Kymlicka’s Theory of Minorities and the importance of the idea of a national Afghan identity. The list
with interview questions can be found in the appendix number 0.

1.4 Current research and research tradition
Every research can be placed within a certain tradition which all have their own answers, sometimes
heavily differing, sometimes overlapping, to the question how to understand the world and its’
phenomena (Harper 2011:2-3). This research can be placed within two traditions. The first one is the
tradition of social constructionism, more specifically that of critical realist social constructionism.
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Adherents of social constructionism are of the opinion that phenomena are constructed and they are
interested in how these are experienced. They do however not believe that there is a direct link between
what a individual utters with regards to a certain phenomenon and this person’s thoughts and feelings, but
say that this serves specific interpersonal and societal functions (idem:6). In other words: ‘social
constructionism refers to the manner in which what is experienced by the individual is experienced
through culturally shared categories of meaning’ (idem). In current research ‘shared categories of
meaning’ could refer to national and/or ethnic identity, which I will question the respondents about and I
assume that they express what they do because of these shared categories of meaning. Moreover,
researchers within this tradition often focus on the use of language and therefore (critical) discourse
analysis is one of the often used methods in their research. Adherents of critical realist social
constructionism more specifically deem it important to go ‘beyond the text’ and to interpret it. In other
words: ‘critical realist constructionists are concerned with the ways in which available discourses can
constrain and limit what can be said or done within particular contexts’ (Willig in idem:8). This research
doesn’t only fit with social constructionism, but also partly within the tradition of social phenomenology,
which adherents are interested in the role of the interpretations of humans with regards to social actions,
social situations and social words. In other words: ‘All social interaction requires that individuals
characterize others in their world, and their stock of knowledge helps them with this task’ (Crossman
c2016 ).

1.5 Deductive or inductive research?
I opt here for a ‘hybrid approach’ (Fereday&Muir-Cochrane 2006:2), by which I mean a combination of a
deductive and inductive approach. Deductive, because the interviews I plan to conduct, will be based
upon the theoretical knowledge discussed in the several chapters of this paper. This research may also
turn out to be partly inductive, since during the analysis, I do not exclude the possibility that I discuss
certain linkages between de results with the help of theories not earlier discussed in the research. The
reason for this is that this research is of a explorative nature which means that there is room left for
alternative explanations and theories, then those discussed in the paper. But I do not intend on creating
new theory in itself. As has been written above, in this research I will use a combination of methods and
the text will now proceed with discussing these two methods – Thematic Analysis (TA) and Critical
Discourse Analysis (CDA).

1.6 Thematic analysis explained
TA helps a researcher to identify and analyze certain patterns within a set of data (Braun & Clarke 2006
in Joffe 2012:2010) and is a solid choice when one lacks thorough knowledge on the topic to be
researched (Harper 2006:14). By going through several phases and steps, the researcher discovers
different themes or patterns in the collected data. A theme itself can be divided into two subparts:
manifest and latent content. Manifest content is defined as information which is ‘directly observable’,
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while latent content is information is more implicit information (Joffe 2012:2010), where more
interpretation of its’ meaning is required. The two are however not necessarily completely separable, in
the sense that manifest themes often leads to latent meanings (idem:2010-2011). There are several reasons
why I chose TA as the method to be used. First, this method is very suitable when one doesn’t have
thorough knowledge of the topic. Second, TA is said to be transparent and systematic (idem:2011). TA is
also one of the few approaches where it is step-by-step clear which choices the researcher has to made
and how to act upon these. Moreover, I consider TA to be the right choice, because I will be using several
ideas and theories, most importantly Social Identity Theory/Self-Categorization Theory and the ideas of
Kymlicka with regards to different ways of managing multi-ethnicity in a country. By questioning the
respondents, I expect to discover interesting information on both topics separately, however since TA
offers such a clear way of doing research it will also enable me to find correlations between the different
parts more easily.

1.7 Thematic analysis applied
Conducting TA requires the following steps during the process. The first step is the development of a socalled code manual, which means that the researcher develops a scheme of certain terms which later will
be applied to the collected data. The codes that I will develop are based on the theoretical framework of
this research as well as the collected data. Developing a code manual is an important step, because it
provides the ‘management tool for organizing segments of similar or related text to assist in
interpretation’ (Crabtree & Miller 1999 in Fereday & Mui-Cochrane 2006:4). The coding manual exists of
three parts, namely: the code label, what a certain code entails and the description of how to recognize a
code when it appears in the text. The second step is about testing the reliability of the codes. This is
achieved by letting someone else coding the same set of data. Afterwards the two coding schemes will be
compared and the first set of codes may be adapted (Fereday & Mui-Cochrane 2006:5). During the third
step in the process the collected data will be summarized an initial themes will be developed. Key notes
will be taking, by reading through all the transcripted data (idem:5-6). The fourth step entails the
application of the codes, both the initial as additional ones. The codes will be matched with the relevant
data (idem:6-7). During the fifth step the codes and the identifying themes are being connected. It is in
this step where the themes are discovered in the text related to the research question one tries to find an
answer to in the specific research (idem:7). The sixth and last step entails the so-called clustering of the
themes, by which is meant that the findings will be validated, by checking the previous steps one again.
Through this one can assure himself that the themes are representing the initial data analysis and the codes
assigned to them. They will be interpreted and in the end some overlapping ‘core themes’ will be
determined, same with the meaning attached to them (idem:7-8).
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1.8 Critical discourse analysis explained
As already stated above, I will use two methods in this research. TA to divide the data in several themes
and CDA to actually interpret this data. Although there exist several definitions on last mentioned
method– such as those pointing at that it entails the ‘studying and analyzing written and spoken texts to
reveal the discursive sources of power, dominance, inequality and bias’ (Sheyholislami, c2001:1) –
definitions in itself do not say much about the application of a method, and this also goes for CDA. In the
following part I will elaborate on CDA, most specifically on how this method is relevant within current
research.
Critical discourse analysis is primarily interested in the studying of sociopolitical issues (Van Dijk
2006b:160) and this makes this method utmost relevant within this research. CDA focuses on language
and text, something I will elaborate on in the next part. It is however not enough to only focus on the
textual characteristics of a discourse. Every discourse is namely uttered in and from a specific context.
Context function as ‘the interface between situational and societal structures and the discourse (Van Dijk
2006b:163). According to Van Dijk there is a relationship between the context and between what is being
expressed – thus the discourse (Van Dijk 2006b:161). This view is however a bit problematic in itself. It
suggests that those people who speak from the same background will say the same things and this is
simply not true (Van Dijk 2006b:162). It is therefore important to make room for ‘individual variation’
(idem). The term ‘mental models’ becomes relevant here. By this is meant ‘a subjective representation of
the events or situation that the discourse is about’ (Van Dijk 2006b:169). Within this research both the
Afghan context in general as well as the views of the respondents of this context will be focused upon.

1.9 Critical discourse analysis applied
In contrast to thematic analysis aren’t there any fixed ideas or theories on how to apply CDA as a tool to
analyze a piece of text. Van Dijk gives however some tools in his articles and these have inspired me in
current research. First of all is it of utmost importance to focus on the context from which someone
speaks, something which already has been discussed above. Everyone is speaking as a ‘member of a
certain social group’(Van Dijk 2006a:125). Besides context, it are the wordings chosen that matter: does
someone utter him-/herself for example negative or positive with regards to a certain topic? What is being
emphasized? And does someone speak for example in terms of ‘Us’ and ‘Them’ (idem:125). It are these
things that I will focus upon within the analysis.

1.10 Research limitations
The first limitation is that the interviews didn’t take place in real life, but via the Internet. The
consequence of this is that important body language such as small gestures wasn’t dealt with. On the other
hand, certain gestures that are made in real life can also be understood in the wrong way, which in turn
can have an impact on how the respondent is understood by the interviewer and vice versa. Conducting
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the interviews via the Internet can take some of this possible confusion away and also allows me to work
solely with semantics, and will make this research more objective. Another limitation is that all
respondents except one are female. I however choose to include the answers from the male respondent
because they seemed very relevant as well as interesting. Another possible limitation to take into
consideration are the cultural differences. The interviews I will conduct are so-called cross cultural
interviews, because the respondent have a different cultural background than I myself have. ‘Cultural
background’ can refer here to amongst others ethnic, national or social ‘units’ (Sands et al. 2007:354).
Doing these kind of interviews, the researcher may encounter several obstacles. Access to the potential
respondents may for example be denied, both socially and physically (idem:354-5). Furthermore, some
respondents may be reluctant to talk about, what they feel are, ‘sensitive’ topics (Adler & Adler 2001,
Ryen 2001 in idem:355). I am aware of the fact that me and the respondents have a different (ethnic)
background. However I don’t expect too many difficulties regarding this, since the respondents have been
living in the Netherlands for most of their lives. Not sharing a culture and thus what Sands et.al. call an
‘outsider’ can moreover also have the advantage of ‘bringing to the surface taken-for-granted meanings,
which tend to be assumed and thus glossed over when the interviewer and interviewees are from the same
culture (Rubin & Rubin 1995 in idem:355).
This research will now proceed with elaborating on the current situation in Afghanistan in terms of
politics, safety and security, and the economy.

2. Shaping the context - current situation in Afghanistan
On September the 21st 2014 Mohammad Ashraf Ghani was installed as the new president of Afghanistan.
His competitor Abdullah Abdullah became the country’s new chief executor and together they became
responsible for forming the National Unity Government (NUG). This government is however plagued by
several difficulties. According to Katzman the Afghan government lacks authority because of the
influence of ‘informal power structure consisting of regional and ethnic leaders’ (Katzman 2015:0), a
more detailed explanation will follow later on when I discuss the local political level in Afghanistan. The
year 2014 was not only the year of presidential elections, but also the year foreign troops started to
withdraw from the country. Both these things however did not mark the promising era of a new safe
Afghanistan. The country still finds itself in a highly precarious state in terms of security, economy,
human rights and politics/government. Security wise, last year was perceived to be the ‘bloodiest year’
since 2001. Over 10.000 Afghan civilians were killed or injured in 2014 and this number increased with 8
percent during the first three months of 2015. The majority of civilian casualties, 73%, was caused by
either the Taliban or other anti-government forces. Casualties caused by military- and police forces
increased up to 70% in the first half year of 2015, compared to the first half year in 2014. (Felbab-brown ,
c2015). The human right situation in Afghanistan is also very worrying: a situation characterized by
impunity for abuses carried out by government security forces. The government started an investigation
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into charges of ill-treatment, but none of the Afghan security forces members was prosecuted for certain
abuses (Human rights watch , c2015). The Afghan Local Police (ALP) has also been mentioned in
relation to grave human rights violations, including extrajudicial executions (idem). Besides serious
human rights violations, the right of freedom of expression and association of media and political parties
also came under attack. According to Nai and the Afghanistan Journalists’ Safety Committee, there was a
rise from 41 to 68 attacks on journalists in the first half of 2014, of which 63 percent were carried out by
government officials and Afghan security forces, 12 percent by insurgent forces, while the rest was
conducted by ‘powerful figures or unidentified sources’ (idem). Afghanistan’s poor political- and security
situation also has an influence on the country’s economic situation, which has been worsening since 2013.
In 2011-2012 Afghanistan had a GDP (Gross Domestic Product) of 11.6% but since then the economic
growth has been negative, and in 2014 Afghanistan’s GDP dropped until 8.3% and the country was
plagued by a serious fiscal crises (Byrd&Payenda 2015: 1-2) Moreover: ‘the deteriorating security
environment and persisting political uncertainty continue to undermine the private sector confidence and
affect economic activity in Afghanistan’ (The World Bank, c2016). Shortly stated, the current situation in
Afghanistan is very worrying and not promising at all. Apart from the problems touched upon above,
Afghanistan also has to deal with the presence of multiple ethnic groups which possibly makes the
situation even more difficult. Therefore this paper will now proceed with discussing the ethnic groups
Afghanistan is rich of.

3. The main ethnic groups in Afghanistan
Before I describe the different ethnic groups in Afghanistan, it is important to define what an ethnic group
actually entails. Fredrik Barth refers to amongst others Narroll (1964) in order to define what an ethnic
group is. Namely a population that is: (1)biologically self-perpetuating, (2)having common cultural
values, (3)having a field of communication and interaction, (4)having a membership, both identified by
themselves as well as by others – and also being part of a category (Barth 1998:10-11). Afghanistan is
inhabited by many different ethnic groups which is one of the consequences of its geographical location.
Marwat describes the country as the ‘meeting place and centre of four ecological, cultural and strategic
areas; the Middle East, Central Asia, the Indian Sub-Continent and the Far East(...)’ (Marwat 1997:xiii in
Mazhar et al. 2012:97). Moreover, in the past Afghanistan has been conquered by the Proto-Aryans,
Persians, Turks, Mongols and the Indians and people of their descents are now inhabiting this country in
Central Asia. There is thus also not a ‘typical way’ of how an Afghan looks like and one can find Afghans
who look European, but also Asian and Southern European (Mazhar et al. 2012:98). Talking about the
main ethnic groups in Afghanistan, it is important to understand that there is no such thing as an ethnic
majority group in Afghanistan. And although official statistics aren’t (yet) available, according to
estimations the percentual weight of the main ethnic groups looks as follows: see appendix number 1. The
largest ethnical group are conceived to be the Pasthuns, constituting around 42-45 percent of the Afghan
population. Throughout history, Pashtuns have nearly always had the highest governmental positions. The
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Taliban have also been known for their high numbers of Pashtun adherents. Two well-known Pashtun
tribal confederations are the Durrani’s, predominating mainly inhabiting the southern part of Afghanistan
and the Ghilzai, predominating in the east. Current president Ghani is a Ghilzai Pashtun – as well as most
of the Talibans’ leaders (Katzman 2015:2). The Tajiks are the second largest group and also the secondmost powerful group in the country. It is estimated that they consists of about a quarter of the Afghan
population. The Tajiks are known for their famous mujahedin commander Ahmad Shah Massoud, who
fought against the Soviets, preventing them from taking over the Pansjhir Valley. They are also known to
have been the core of the so called Northern Alliance, which was mostly non-Pashtun, fighting against the
Taliban. Although the reader should also take notice that some Tajik commanders fought side to side with
the Pashtuns, for example the Hezb-i-Islami. Current vice-president Abdullah Abdullah has a Tajik
mother and a Pashtun father, but is identified as being Tajik in political terms (idem:2-3). The third largest
ethnical group are the Hazara’s, marking around 10 percent of the population. Being mostly of the Shiite
Islamic faith, they differ from other ethnical groups who are mostly of the Sunni Islamic faith. Despite the
fact that according to several observers, an increasing number of Hazara’s are becoming dominant in the
higher paying sectors of the Afghan economy, this group is also known to ‘be looked down upon’ by the
Pashtun majority. In the past last mentioned group have employed the Hazara’s often as domestic workers
and other low working class occupations. And until present, it has been stated that discrimination of this
Shiit minority group hasn’t disappeared completely (idem:3-4). A group of equally size are the Uzbeks,
consisting of also about 10 percent of population. Abdul Rashid Dostam is the most famous Uzbek leader,
initially chosing sides with the Soviets, but afterwards being involved in toppling the communist regime
in Afghanistan in 1992 (idem:4). Besides these four largest ethnical groups, there is a variety of other both
religious and ethnic minorities in the country. For example the Isma’ilis (also known as the ‘Seveners’ – a
Shiite Muslim sect) in the Northeastern part of Afghanistan. But also around 350 Sikh- and 30 Hindu
families, as well as Christians (500 – 8000 persons) and a Bahai community of around 2000 (idem).

I end here with a word of caution. The reader must realize that it were not the Afghans themselves who
divided them in separate ethnic groups, but that this was something done by academics from outside
Afghanistan, somewhere around mid-20th century (Schetter 2003:2). Moreover, it is impossible to think
about ethnic groups as ‘solid cultural units’ (idem:1), because of several reasons: the population itself
often doesn’t realize/known which ethnic group they are part of. Schetter gives the example of Ismail
Khan, a regional leader, who is seen as Tajik or Pashtun, as well as Farsiwan (idem:2). Besides,
anthropologists often ascribe certain behavior or characteristics to a certain group, for example by saying
that all Pashtuns are of the Sunni sect of Islam, something that in reality turns out to be wrong (there are
also Shiite Pashtuns) (idem:2-3). And finally it turns out that citizens claim to be of a different ethnic
background, depending upon the situation (idem:3). With discussing both the current situation in
Afghanistan as well as the different ethnic groups, the road is now paved and it becomes possible and
relevant to discuss matters more specifically. In the following part of the paper the political system will be
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elaborated on as well as the role of ethnicity within politics.

4. The Afghan political system
Afghanistan knows a presidential system, including a parliament –the National Assembly (Katzman
2015:5). The president is elected for 5 years, with a maximum of two terms, stated in Article 62 of the
Afghan constitution. He enjoys far reaching powers, having for example the capability to choose officials,
amongst others ministers, members of the Supreme Court, judges, and provincial and district governors.
He is also the commander-in-chief for Afghanistan’s army. It must however been said that current
president Ghani delegated some of his ‘presidential powers’ to Abdullah, the Chief Executive Officer of
the country (idem:6). The president has several advisors of which the most important one is the chief of
staff. Most of Ghani’s (closest) advisors are Pasthun, like he is himself (idem:6). The parliament consists
of a lower house (259 seats) called the Wolesi Jirga and a upper house (102 seats) called the Meshrano
Jirga. One third of the Meshrano Jirga is selected by the president himself, which is also the reason why
the president most likely will have some support in the assembly (idem:9), one third is furthermore
selected by provincial councils and the last one third is selected by the district councils. Together the
Houses have around 275 employees, called the ‘secretariat’ (idem:8). The parliament is important because
of several reasons. The first reason is that it provides the mechanism for non-Pasthuns to have an
influence on the president. The Wolesi Jirga, the lower house, can namely vote against ministers. At the
same time they have the option, together with the Meshrano Jirga, to pass laws (idem). Secondly, it has
some tools to checkup the president’s power, although at the same it is stated by Katzman that the
president still has utmost authority (idem). Ethnicity matters in the parliament. During Karzai’s term he
had the support backing of around 70 to 90 Pasthuns and it said that they’ll probably also give their
support to current president Ghani – ‘because of ethnic considerations’ (idem:9). At the same time,
Katzman expects that the Tajiks in the parliament will give their support to Chief Executive Officer
Abdullah (who is half Pasthun/half Tajik) (idem)
4.1 The local level – Warlords and Commanders
A very important thing to remember about Afghan politics is that it is characterized by ‘a weak central
government unwilling or unable to enforce significant financial or administrative mandates on all of
Afghanistan’s diverse ethnic communities(…)’ (Katzman 2015: 1) And therefore, one of the most
important political levels to discuss is the local one. This level can be described as ‘an informal power
structure [that] exists outside the formal governing institutions – consisting of locally popular faction
leaders with armed militia forces and traditional decision making mechanisms’ (idem:13). When it comes
to ‘faction leaders’ Roy distinguishes between commanders and warlords. The first ones head ‘local
solidarity groups turned into armed militias’ (Roy 2003:5). These commanders intent to behold their
influence with the help of for example weapons, but also linkages with other (more) powerful
commanders or connection with a political party, and via smuggling (idem). Warlords on the other hand
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are described as those ‘holding regional power’ (idem:6). They have formed some regional leadership by
expanding their authority beyond their own initial solidarity group and focus on a more broader identity
(idem). The local level is important because of various reasons. The first one is that, according to Roy, the
local level is seen as Afghanistan’s ‘common political culture’(idem:4) by which it is meant that ‘real
politics’ finds place at the local level and it is also here where one’s immediate loyalty is to be found –
this can be for example a community, clan, tribe or village (idem). It should also be mentioned that local
commanders in most instances don’t form any threat to the state. Moreover there are many faction leaders
who have official governing positions and at the same time enjoying some informal influence in their
provinces (Katzman 2015:13). The second reason for the importance of the local level is that more and
more Afghans are looking for protection against the Taliban, now that the foreign forces slowly are
leaving/have left Afghanistan (idem). Local faction leaders furthermore have proved to be good in
mobilizing voters (idem).

4.2 The history of ethnic schisms in Afghanistan
In the previous part it already partially has been made clear that ethnicity is a role playing factor within
Afghan politics, something I will discuss in more detail. But not before I have discussed the history of
ethnic schisms as Afghanistan knows them today. Several scholars wrote about how foreign intermingling
have played a role in the coming into existence of these schisms. Mazhar et. Al write: ‘The geo-strategic
location of Afghanistan has attracted many world powers time and again and for their very vested interest,
they have used these ethnic groups by raising conflicts among them. Owing to this reason, “multiethnicity’ of the country itself has held back its progress as a nation’ (Mazhar et.al 2012:98). This is
further explained by Shahrani. In 1879 the British invaded Afghanistan for the second time, but they
weren’t able to control Afghanistan, because they were fought by several groups which were led by
princelings of the Muhammadzai clan, belonging to the Durrani-Pasthun tribe. Realizing that they were
without a chance, the British pronounced Abdur Rahman, who was one of the princelings, as ‘King of the
Afghans’ and this, according to Shahrani, marked the beginning of the ethnic schisms in Afghanistan
(Shahrani :717-8). Abdur Rahman aimed to create a centralized state with help of suppressing methods.
His nickname was the Iron Fist and for a reason: he used torment and cruelty to force people into
submission. He himself being Pashtun, were it mainly the non-Pashtun’s who suffered from his reign. An
example is that of the Hazara community living in the center of Afghanistan who had to undergo severe
punishments, such as being skinned alive, after they had come into resistance against Abdur Rahman’s
reign (idem:718). The British provided the Emir with financial resources as well as weapons which
helped him with forcing the population into submission and creating a centralized state. Moreover, it was
in their own benefit to make Afghanistan a ‘strong state’, because the country formed a buffer state
between their colonial India and the Czsaar’s Russia (idem). This period which marked the beginning of
the modern Afghan state and from that moment on it were the Pashtuns (from the Durrani tribe) who
‘strengthened their control over state and society’, which was often at the expense of other tribal and
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ethnic groups (Riphenburg 2005:38). Before the reign of Abdur Rahman were these tribal and ethnic
group autonomous, but this changed because of his centralizing form of government: ‘He ended the
regional political autonomy that had formerly characterized Afghanistan and concentrated all political
power in Kabul’ (Barfield 2011:57).

4.3 The role of ethnicity in Afghan politics
Before the Afghan war ethnicity was seldomly used as a organizational factor in politics, but this changed
in the 90’s (Schetter 2005:62-63) , ‘when ethnic issues took a predominant role in the politics of the four
most important warring parties(…)’ (idem:67). Jumbesh-i-melli Islami is said to have represented the
Uzbeks, Hizb-I wahdat was representing the Hazara’s, Jumbesh-I melli, led by Rashid Dostum, was
representing the Uzbeks, whereas the Tajiks were represented by the Jami’at-I Islami. Moreover, the
Taliban had mostly Pashtuns adherents (Schetter 2005:67-8). These different parties aimed at
homogenizing the by them controlled areas in ethnic terms. They tried for example to achieve hegemony
for their ethnic group. Other ethnic groups were presented as ‘the other’ and as ‘a potential security risk’
(idem:68). Such attempts became especially clear in the northern part of the country. In the 90’s the
Taliban redistributed pieces of land in favor of the Pasthuns. The Northern Alliance in their turn fought to
expel the Pashtuns (and the Taliban) out of North. And when the Taliban collapsed, around 20.000
Pasthuns were expelled from the northern and western part of the country. Moreover in 1997 the Northern
Allienance killed thousands of Taliban in Mazar-i-Sharif. The Taliban in their turn killed 5000 Hazara’s
in the same city (idem). Ethnicity thus became an important factor and ‘displacement and murder alike
were repeatedly justified with the assertion that this region belonged to the perpetrator’s own ethnoscape
and that the ethnic ‘other’ had settled there unlawfully’ (idem).
More recently the importance of ethnicity in politics became clear once again. After the elections of 2014
a Government of National Unity (GNU) was formed, described as ‘a political marriage attempting to
reconcile ethnic differences(…)’ with a Pashtun president (Ghani) and a Tajik CEO (Abdullah)
(Sahar&Sahar 2015:8). Each of them has the possibility to choose half of the ministries (idem). How
promising this might sound in terms of dealing with ethnicity, it could also lead to the ‘(…)strengthening
of ethnic issues, since both teams may attempt to exercise significant influence over key ministries and
security institutions’ (idem). The fact that the Government of National Unity wasn’t able to present its
cabinet, provincial governors, police chiefs, attorney general and judiciary after a period of eight months
can be a sign of struggles within the government (idem), ethnicity related or not. But as has been written
above, ethnicity matters politically wise. This first becomes clear when for example looking at the current
political bureaucracy in Afghanistan. Despite the fact that all ethnic groups are being represented in all
levels of the central government and that each group can influence how governmental programs are being
applied in their specific regions, there is some degree of unevenness. In an article on the website of
Foreign Policy, concerns are expressed with regards to what is called the ‘ethnicization of the Afghan
bureaucracy’. Those appointed within the President’s Office of Administrative Affairs (OOA) are mainly
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of (Ghilzai) Pashtun background, consisting of 75 percent (21 appointees, in relation to 14 percent (4
appointees) with a Tajik background. The same tendency can be seen with regards to Ghani’s advisors: 69
percent (22 appointees) is of Pashtun origin, while only 19 percent (6 appointees) is Tajik. The Hazara’s
and Uzbeks are not even represented by three percent of the appointments (Sharan&Bose c2015). The
president is however not the only one favoring appointees from his own ethnical background, because
Abdullah also chose appointees from within his own ethnical group (idem). Previously ethnic divisions
became visible during December 2003, when talks were held about the constitution of Afghanistan, which
would be finalized in 2004. Before the Constitution Loya Jirga (CLJ) had the opportunities to make
revisions. Interesting here is that the changes that were agreed upon, where mostly agreed upon by the socalled ‘northern (ethnic) bloc’ – they were also the ones who helped the United States in their fights
against the Taliban. The Pashtuns were mostly left outside of these talks; they were seen as untrustworthy,
since the majority of the Taliban consisted of Pashtuns. And even though there were differences between
the other ethnic groups, that díd take part in the discussions, they also tried to form a alliance to
counterweigh against ‘perceived danger of Pashtun domination’ (Adeney 2008:40-1). The Pashtuns
themselves felt that they were blocked from participating in the discussions and according to Ahmed
Rashid this could have consequences for future relations between Pashtuns and non-Pashtuns (idem:41).
Thirdly, the importance of ethnicity also became visible during the 2014 presidential elections:
‘(…)during certain periods, such as elections, drawning ethnic lines that are bold even by Afghan
standards becomes a routine business to collect support’ (Sahar&Sahar 2015:1). The role of both warlords
and the media played a role in this. It is not uncommon for warlords to manage their own media which
they in turn use to spread negative stories about other parties (idem:4)[1]. Current president Ghani also
used an ethnocentric rhetoric during the 2014 presidential elections, when referring to a majority of
Pashtun prisoners, something which according to him was something ‘unfair’ (idem:7). Dostum in his
turn addressed the Turkic communities in Afghanistan in a similar way, telling them that they would
betray their history if they wouldn’t vote for him (idem:7).

In this part of the paper I started with discussing the political system in Afghanistan; a presidentialparliamentary system, characterized by a ‘weak’ central government. The local political level, where
warlords and commanders are active, is important to take into consideration when talking about Afghan
politics, because this is, according to some scholars, where ‘real politics’ takes place. I also discussed the
importance of ethnicity within politics. It turns for example out that president Ghani and CEO Abdullah
favor appointees from their own ethnic background and that during the 2014 presidential elections
political actors used an ethnocentric rhetoric. In the introduction I mentioned the importance/role of a
national Afghan identity and the fact that despite ethnic related problems there still exists a feeling of
national identity among the Afghans. In the next part of this research I will elaborate more on this topic,
focusing amongst others on how ‘the’ Afghan identity developed itself and what this entails.
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5. On national identity
With regards to defining what a ‘national identity’ entails, I follow Tilley, who defines identity as ‘an idea
or discourse, rather than as an empirically observable social “unit” defined by features such as dress,
language or customs’ (Tilley 1997:511 in Davis 1999:25). This definition seems especially fitting within
this research, because it gives room for people’s own feelings, without focusing (too) much on outer
appearances such as a certain dress code. It is possible that Afghans, despite their (ethnic) differences in
dressing, speaking and acting, still feel attached to the idea of a national Afghan identity. The question
that arises here, is a question posed by Terhune: ‘(…)the question of how the national cause achieves
personal relevance for the individual-that is, what binds the self to the nation? (…)’(Terhune p. 258 in
Davis 1999:30). It is hard to measure the individuals’ attachment to the state (Centlivres & CentlivresDemont 2000:419), but Terhune distinguishes several categories with respect to individuals’ attachment
to the nation. The first category is that of affective involvement and entails the love for one’s country, the
feeling that this is the place where one feels safe and secure (Davis 1999:30). The second category
Terhune distinguishes is that of goal involvement. This entails the will of citizens to work for their
country. They will be driven to help the country/state forward and at the same time gain some personal
achievement (idem:30-31). The last category is ego involvement and is related to the (self-) value an
individual gains by being member of a certain group. This also means that when a nation makes good
progress, this will influence someone’s value and sense of worth (idem:31).

5.1 The development of a national identity
How did the idea of a national Afghan identity develop itself? I will discuss several steps that I deem to
be relevant within the process. According to Centlivres and Centlivres-Demont this process started when
Abdur Rahman became the Emir of Afghanistan in 1880. Abdur Rahman visions for the country can be
summarized as follows: he wanted to modernize the country and to built a nation. Therefore unification
and centralization were required (Centlivres & Centlivres-Demont 2000:421). Abdur Rahman favored a
centralized state, at a time where Afghanistan was characterized by a variety of different (ethnic and
tribal) groups all with their own forms of organization and local governance. Not all of them were willing
with regards to the centralizing ambitions of the Emir. Protests of for example the Hazara’s, Kafirs and
Ghilzais were knocked down violently (idem). According to the authors the hatred Abdur Rahman felt
towards these group wasn’t based on the differences in ethnicity (Abdur Rahman was a Pashtun), but
purely on the fact that they weren’t willing to subjugate themselves to Abdur Rahman (idem). A second
important step was the acceptance of the constitution of 1964. For a long time the word ‘Afghan’ was
only meant to indicate the Pashtuns. This changed however with the constitution of 1964: ‘the word
Afghan shall apply to each and every individual of the nation of Afghanistan’ (idem:422). According to
Centlivres and Centlivres-Demont however there is talk of some ambiguity. The term ‘Afghan’ was
namely not only meant to denote every Afghan citizen, but also the Pashtuns in particular. This implies
that ‘among the citizens of Afghanistan, some are more Afghan than others’ (idem). Relevant here is also
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the fact that some Afghan rulers, such as president Taraki, forbade the publication of ethnic and linguistic
numbers. These numbers were considered to be ‘too sensitive’ (idem). Finally, very important in shaping
the national identity of Afghanistan were wars, and especially the three Anglo-Afghan wars that found
place in 1838, 1878, and 1919. It is no surprise that these wars played a significant role in the
development of a national Afghan identity, since they mainly turned out in favor of the Afghans. The first
war resulted in a major deception for the British, who entered Afghanistan in 1838, hoping they in this
way could create some counter-weight against the Soviets. By 1842 it became clear that the war was not
possible to be won by them, when they were driven back into India – all British man forces died or else
were taken prisoner. Later this would result in revenge by the British when they burned down one of
Kabul’s bazaars (Hyman 2002:303-304). The second Anglo-Afghan war started in 1878 and was once
again motivated by the intention to form a counter weight against the Russians. And initially, the British
booked some successes, when they were able to occupy Kabul and the southern part of Afghanistan.
However, less than a year later British forces were forced to withdraw. With their help Abdur Rahman
became the new emir of Afghanistan – he accepted that the British controlled the foreign relations in turn
for yearly support and modern weapons (idem:304). The third Anglo-Afghan war began in 1919 but
turned out to be deception for the Afghans. Amanullah Khan had ordered Afghan troops to go into British
India, but they were not able to hold stand against the British and the conflict ended with an agreed upon
armistice (idem:304). These conflicts are said to have an influence on the idea of a national Afghan
identity: ‘For many people in Afghanistan, if there is an embryo of national feeling (“consciousness”), it
is rooted in history and in the heroic imagery of the struggle against the English in the nineteenth
century(…)’, writes Centrelivres (Centrelivres 1988:286 in Hyman 2002:303).

5.2 What makes an Afghan an Afghan
Until know I haven’t touched upon on what it actually might means to be Afghan. Despite the fact that
some scholars have tried to describe what it means to be Afghan, the reader must be careful to think about
Afghans in common terms, because this is impossible. Schetter writes: ‘(…)this Afghan identity could
hardly be anchored to any common values, traditions or experiences, since any definition of national
values inevitably failed against the cultural heterogeneity of Afghanistan and the varying models of ethnic
origin in existence’ (Schetter 2005:60). Afghanistan’s heterogeneity in terms of culture was seen as a
hindrance for the development of a national Afghan identity by almost every ruler. They therefore tried to
‘homogenize’ the country via resettlement and redistribution of land (idem:58). This policy is also known
under the term ‘Pashtun-tinted nationalism’ (idem), and it were mainly the Pashtuns who benefited from
this policy. The reason for this is that they were considered to be both the largest ethnic as well as the
military wise strongest group in Afghanistan (idem). Despite the fact that is difficult or even impossible to
talk about Afghans in common terms, I will discuss some characteristics brought forward by Hatch
Dupree that according to her are ‘defining’ for the ‘Afghan’ identity. The first characteristic she mentions
is that of honour – she calls this ‘the rock of society’ and mentions family as the most important unit in
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society. Related to honour is self-honour and important in both honour and self-honour is the behavior of
women: ‘In this patriarchal society women are the standards by which morality is judged, and they carry
the responsibility of passing the values of the society to younger generations’ (Hatch Dupree 2002:2).
Etiquette are also very important for Afghans, although it may vary from group to group what is seen as
‘good behavior’. Dignity is equally assumed to be very important and the same goes for the rules with
regards to male-female relationships. This becomes visible in for example ‘separate working-, living- and
entertainment places’ (idem:3). When it comes to dressing, modesty is highly valued. Another highly
valued and respected trait is that of hospitality. Afghans are famous for their hospitality (Saberi 2000 in
idem:4). Hatch Dupree also states that Afghans are ‘great socializers’ (idem:4), a view that is in line with
that of Mujtaba, according to whom the Afghan society is one of ‘low individualism’ – in other words:
‘Afghans are group oriented’ (Mujtaba 2007 in Mujtaba 2013:247). Furthermore are they, according to
the same author, not very willing to take risks (idem:248).

On the previous pages I elaborated on several topics, focusing on Afghan politics, the role of ethnicity in
it, the origins of ethnic schisms in Afghanistan, as well as a the things important with regards to the
development of an Afghan identity and what it actually means to be Afghan. With the information
provided I aimed to provide the reader with enough background information to start with the next chapter
– theory chapter.

Theory Chapter
6. Dealing with multi-ethnicity: Kymlicka’s Theory of Minorities
Afghanistan is a multiethnic country, as has already been described in one of the previous chapters. Since
diversity inside a country can both work out positive (Thomas, 2012; Jones and George, 2011 in Mujtaba
2013:245) as well as negative, it is important to think about ways how to deal with the presence of several
ethnicities in order to avoid conflicts. This is emphasized by Kymlicka by writing the following: ‘Since
the end of the Cold War, ethno-cultural conflicts have become the most common source of political
violence in the world, and they show no sign of abating’ (Galston 1991:215-17, 244; Macedo 1990:138-9
in Kymlicka 1995:1).The notion of state building becomes important here, referring to ‘the reconstruction
of official governmental institutions and structures, including a constitution (…)’ (Adeney 2008: 536).
From the composition of these institutions and the constitution it namely often becomes clear how the
presence of different ethnic groups is dealt with (idem). There exist and have exist several approaches to
this question. Simonsen for example has a rather interesting view when it comes to dealing with ethnicity
and politics. According to him it is essential to reduce the salience of ethnicity (Simonsen 2005:298),
something he calls conflict containment (idem:304). This can be achieved by ‘the creation of institutions
that (…) do not fixate the accentuation on ethnicity in politics or counteract achievements towards a deethnicization in other sectors of society’ (idem:298). It is important that these institutions are committed
to the process of de-ethnicization and to contacts across ethnic borders (idem). Further in his article,
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Simonsen proposes an alternative towards conflict containment, namely conflict transformation, which
refers to the ‘reduction of the political salience of ethnicity after armed conflict’ (idem:304). It is
necessary that the ‘importance’ of ethnicity is being reduced (idem:305). Simonsen introduces two ways
how to achieve this. The first way is by promoting contacts and interests across ethnic boundaries. This
happens when someone defines himself not (exclusively) in terms of ethnicity, but realizes that his
interest may be in conflict with others in his own ethnic group, whereas he might share some interests
with people from another ethnic group (idem:306). The second manner refers to the behavior of political
elites, who need to gain support outside their own ethnic group (idem:307). Other views were expressed
after the end of the Second World War. The focus was on universal human rights as a mechanism of
protecting different ethnic groups. Before the focus had been on specific rights for ethnic minorities, in
other words group-specific rights, but the focus shifted to universal human rights. The thought behind this
was that all groups, minority or not, would be protected by ‘guaranteeing basic civil and political rights to
all individuals regardless of group membership’ (Kymlicka 1995:2-3). Inspiration was found in the
manner how religious minorities were protected in the 16th century, during which there were many
conflicts between the Catholics and the Protestants. The solution of these conflicts lay in the separation
between church and state. With regards to dealing with ethnic diversity it was thought that ‘(…) ethnic
identity, like religion, is something which people should be free to express in their private life, but which
is not the concern of the state. The state does not oppose the freedom of people to express their particular
cultural attachments, but nor does is nurture such expression (…)’ (idem:3). Soon it became clear
however that the focus described above was not efficacious enough. The solutions given by traditional
human rights were often vague or even non-existing: ‘(…) the right to vote does not tell us how political
boundaries should be drawn (…)’ for example (idem:5). Kymlicka in his turn offers a new solution,
namely to outline a theory of minority rights, functioning as an addition to the already existing human
rights. He outlines three approaches, which this text will now proceed to discuss an sich as well as how
they are operated inside Afghanistan.

6.1 Self-governing rights
The first approach is related to the wish of self-determination by a group of people. An often heard
‘mechanism’ to achieve self-governing rights is through federalism, a system whereby political power
will be split between the central government and regional powers (provinces and states for example)
(Kymlicka 1995:27) and certain ethnic groups will enjoy autonomy from the larger state. It is of great
importance here that the group(s) who favor a federal system is/are concentrated in a certain fixed
territory, since only then federalism is a possible option with regards to self-government (idem:29). In
general, this approach has been viewed with a sense of suspicion. Opponents of it claim for example that
federalism increases the possibility that groups will organize themselves against the central government
and/or against each other (Adeney 2008:542). According to Lijphart a federal system is the best choice for
countries with divided societies that are geographically wise concentrated. For them federalism (and
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decentralization) is the best way to ensure their autonomy (Lijphart 2004:104).

6.1.1

Self-governing rights in Afghanistan

There exists contradictory views both in- and outside Afghanistan with regards to the question how the
country should be governed: through a parliamentary federation or a presidential system. Two arguments
in favor of federalism can be described as follows. The first argument is what Suhrke et.al calls the
‘legitimacy argument’ (Suhrke et.al 2002:879). The argument evolves itself around the idea that ethnic
identities have become strengthened in such a way that most Afghans feel more politically affiliated with
regional politics than that they feel affiliated with the center, the government in Kabul. It is also said that
‘centralizing ambitions’ of Afghan rulers have always degenerated in opposition from regional powers
(idem:880). There exist however many doubts that these groups are representative for a certain region.
Instead it is thought that people still feel more locally alienated, for example to their tribe. In other words:
‘(…) important is the question of whether regional identities have now gained primacy over both local
ones as defined by tribe or place of origin (…)’ (idem:881).The second argument is what the authors call
a ‘pragmatic argument’, according to which warlords have such a great power and influence in
Afghanistan that there is no other choice than to involve them in the political process (idem:880). In one
of the previous chapters the importance of the local political level has already been discussed. On the
other hand, it is also stated that these regional groups are nothing more than military organizations, that
aren’t able to provide neither a ‘civilian administrative structure’ nor social services (idem:880).
Those in favor of a federal system were amongst others General Abdul Rashid Dostum and Karim Khalili,
representing respectively the Uzbek and Hazara populations (Adeney 2008:542-3). This not really a
surprise when realizing that the Uzbek and Hazara communities in Afghanistan are territorially
concentrated which is, as has been written above, one of the requirements to make a federal system
workable. This might be at the same time an explanation of why the Pashtun population weren’t in favor
of a federation, but instead opted for a presidential system. The Pashtuns are namely both concentrated in
the Southern part of Afghanistan as well as divided over other provinces. There seems to be a
combination of a presidential and federal system in Afghanistan. The first article of the Afghan
Constitution describes the country as an ‘Islamic Republic, independent, unitary and indivisible
state’(idem:543), but the constitution also grants the existence of provincial councils, although it must be
said that they only enjoy limited powers (idem) and that they are proven to have been ineffective
according to the Afghanistan Research and Evaluation Unit (AREU): ‘provincial councils are mandated to
contribute to planning, but there is not an administrative and fiscal structure which can make provincial
‘planning’ meaningful (Lister&Nixon 2006:2 in Adeney 2008:544). The Tajik population is the reason
that Afghanistan in practice is mainly governed through a presidential instead of a federal system in
practice. Despite the fact they are the second largest ethnic community in Afghanistan, they are not in the
same manner concentrated territorially as the Uzbeks and the Hazara’s (Adeney 2008:543). The Pashtun
population expectedly has been relieved by this outcome, since they were concerned that a federal system
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would split their community. Moreover, they were anxious that the Tajiks would gain too much power
(idem). Thus, Afghanistan might be a centralized system according to Adeney, she also concludes with a
note, stating that the ‘reach’ of Kabul is restricted (idem:544). And moreover: ‘(…) any perception of an
ethnically dominated center discriminating against territorially concentrated ethnic groups will inevitably
lead to major dissatisfaction and potential tension’ (idem). And this is at the same time also the reason
why representation rights are so important - as will be discussed below.

6.2

Special representation rights

Kymlicka’s second approach is that of special representation rights. This approach is in line with the
thought that the political process is often ‘unrepresentative’, meaning that certain groups aren’t being
represented, for example women, but also ethnic groups. A solution to this is to make political parties
more ‘inclusive’ (Kymlicka 1995:32). This approach of special representation rights stands in line with
Arend Lijphart’s vision of consociationalism, which refers to ‘a “grand coalition” of the main
communities in a state to include political leaders of all the significant segments’ (Adeney2008:544).
According to Lijphart this system is mostly suitable for countries with ‘deep ethnic and other cleavages’
(Lijphart 2004:96). Moreover, it is the best way to achieve (a form of) democracy in such divided
countries. This requires however two things: power sharing and group autonomy. The first means that all
communal groups are represented politically (idem:97), which is similar to Kymlicka’s idea of
representation rights. Group autonomy means that the different groups enjoy the right to deal
autonomously their own affairs (idem), a view that is more in accordance with Kymlicka’s ideas on selfgoverning rights or federalism. One obstacle with regards to this approach is that it can sometimes lead to
the wish of self-government (Kymlicka 1995:32) and this not always wish-able. According to Schetter
this system could turn out to be negative for Afghanistan (Schetter 2003:9). Such systems are said to be
only functional in ‘highly developed states’ (idem:10), something Afghanistan is clearly not. Besides this
system is hampered by the following aspects. There is for example no consensus on the size of each
ethnic group inside the country. According to a study conducted by Wak Foundation for Afghanistan
62,63% of the population is Pashtun, while according to Abdullah Abdullah only 38% is Pashtun
(idem:10). And there also arises the question what to do with those Afghans who are part of nonrecognized ethnic groups (idem).

6.2.1 Representation rights in Afghanistan
Above I already noted that the possible obstacle with regards to this view is the fact that ethnic groups are
often not homogenous. This is certainly true for Afghanistan. In one of the previous chapter I already
mentioned the term ethnic ‘gray-zones’. Hamid Karzai was considered to be the best candidate for
becoming Afghanistan’s president, because he was thought of being able to bridge between the different
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ethnic groups in the country. The case of representation was however widely discussed in the CJL
(Constitutional Loya Jirga) and a debate evolved around the question whether a presidential, with one
strong leader/president, or a parliamentary system was most suitable for Afghanistan. It was decided that
the president would be directly elected and that he needs more than fifty percent of the votes. Since there
exist no real majority ethnic groups in Afghanistan, this means that candidates cannot only rely on their
‘own’ ethnic community when it comes to gaining votes (Adeney 2008:547). Moreover it was decided in
the draft constitution that there would be two vice-presidents, which provides the possibility of what is
called an ‘informal multiethnic ticket’ (idem). It is however also important to mention Article 50 of the
Constitution which states that ‘(…) citizens of Afghanistan shall be recruited by the state on the basis of
ability without any discrimination, according to the provisions of the law’ (Afghan Constitution, article
50). With regards to ethnic representation, this can work out both positive as well as negative. Positive,
because in this way only the best candidates will be chosen. But negative because it can also lead to
ethnic domination – which in the Afghanistan case probably will mean Pashtun domination, since they,
historically, always have been dominating the higher positions in both the army and government
(Adeney2008:550), this on the dispense of other ethnic groups/minorities (idem:551). Another obstacle
which makes fair/equal ethnic representation in Afghanistan politics difficult is the fact that precise data
on ethnic composition of the bureaucracy is unavailable (idem).

6.3

Polyethnic rights

The last approach evolves itself around the demand of ethnic groups and/or minorities to have (some)
special rights. In practice, states often already act upon this. Think for example of the funding of cultural
practices and ethnic associations by many (liberal) states (Kymlicka 1995:31). These examples are
however rather ‘innocent’ examples, in my view. Other, more ‘serious’, claims are for example when
certain groups demand dispensation of certain laws that they feel are in contradiction with their (religious)
practices. An example of this is the case of Sikh men in Canada, who wished not to wear a motorcycle
helmet, which is part of the official police uniform in the country. In this way it would be possible for
them to wear the turban (idem). There exist different views on this approach. According to Kymlicka
polyethnic rights function as a way or a mechanism for minorities to express their ‘cultural particularity
and pride without hampering their success in the economic and political institutions of the dominant
society’ (idem). Adeney on the other hand writes that polyethnic rights are a sensitive topic as it´s thought
of hampering ‘assimilationist or integrationist strategies of dominant political elites’ (Adeney 2008:553)

6.3.1 Polyethnic rights in Afghanistan
With regards to polyethnic rights, Afghanistan has made ‘progress’, that is, with regards to the language
situation in the country. Pashto and Dari are, according to Article 16 of the Constitution, the official
languages of the Afghan state. Afghanistan knows however several areas were these languages aren’t the
most spoken languages and in these area’s the language that is spoken the most will function as the third
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official language (idem:553). Adeney expects that this recognition won’t cause any worry as in regard to
the Afghanistan unity, but that it will mainly ‘promote dual identities’ (idem:554). Moreover, she seems
to be most positive with regards to this third form of minority rights. I cite: ‘After all, the recognition of
polyethnic rights in terms of language policy has conferred a sense of perceived worth by the central
government to Afghanistan’s various ‘linguistic communities’, as well as offering them access to power,
especially at the local level. Indeed, the granting of these polyethnic rights could actually prove to be a
powerful integrative force for post-Taliban Afghanistan’ (idem).

7. A theory of groups and identity – Social identity theory
Social identity theory is relevant within this research because it provides us with the tools to write about
groups, about what it means to be part of a group and its’ possible consequences regarding the attitudes
and behaviors (towards others). Social identity theory can be summarized as follows: ‘the basic idea is
that a social category (…) into which one falls, and to which one belongs, provides a definition of who
one is in terms of the defining characteristics of the category – a self-definition that is part of the selfconcept’ (Hogg, Terry&White 1995:259). Tajfel in his turn writes: ‘social identity is defined as that part
of the individual’s self-concept which derives from their knowledge of their membership of a social group
(or groups) together with the value and emotional significance of that membership (Tajfel 1981:255 in
Tajfel 1982:24). In other words, people define themselves and others with the help of the groups they
themselves and the others belong and/or count themselves to. The roots of social identity theory lay with
the just mentioned Tajfel, who was interested in seeing what the minimal conditions were with regards to
in-group bias and in order to research this, he did two experiments. The results of these experiments
showed that being categorized in a certain group is enough to result into in-group favoritism. This is also
known as the minimum group situation (Billig&Tajfel 1973:47-8). In the coming pages it will become
clear however that the results of other, later research differ from this idea. Turner and other scholars have
built upon the foundations laid by Tajfel with a theory which is known as self-categorization theory.
Before I explain more about social identity theory by using Stets and Burke’s concept of ‘three areas of
importance’, I will, first of all, discuss the concepts of social identity and groups in more detail.

7.1 Social Identity– Acquired or Ascribed?
Research regarding identity has gone through a change. Where earlier on one’s identity was thought of as
something ascribed to one based on factors such as religion, occupation and one’s economic situation,
now it is also thought that identity is (partly) something one can acquire (Huddy 2001: 137). This applies
amongst others to national and/or ethnic identity, according to research conducted by Nagel (1995)
(idem:138). Such a view can be challenging or even problematic for social identity theory, more
specifically for the idea of minimum intergroup situation, where the existing opinion contains that there is
no such thing as ‘identity choice’ (idem:138): ‘In the extreme, social identity theory researchers suggest
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that the salience of one’s group membership is the sole determinant of identity’ (idem: 138). There exist
thus a great debate with regards to this topic and scholars disagree whether an identity is (more) ascribed
to one or (more) acquired. The reader should moreover realize that not every society provides its’ citizen
with the opportunity to acquire an (new) identity, for example by shifting from economic situation (idem).
When we assume that social identities are acquired, individual identity acquisition becomes an important
matter. In other words, the choice of individuals become relevant, but unfortunately this is mainly
neglected by social identity researchers (idem:139). Two researchers who did conduct research in this
field are Perrecault and Bourhis (1999). They researched the effects of ethnocentrism, authoritarianism
and personal need for structure on the strength of in-group identification. They concluded that all
aforementioned measures are correlated with the strength of group identification, but most of all that this
is driven by ethnocentrism (idem:139). Moreover, groups themselves act differently with regards to the
freedom they grant individuals to acquire or abandon a certain group identity. What is clear, is that when
group membership is something that is obvious for outsiders, it will be more difficult to discard a certain
group identity (idem:140). That is, group boundaries become a matter here. There is diversity in how
easily certain groups can be distinguished from each other. Huddy writes for example that ‘the boundaries
of political categories are more vague than social categories based on ethnicity or race (…)’ (idem:141).
But it is not only boundaries that matter. Indeed, meaning becomes even more important, when it is
thought that identity is acquired instead of ascribed: ‘(…) the meaning of group membership may have a
powerful influence over the voluntary adoption of identity and its consequences once acquired’ (Huddy
2001:142). Finally it is essential that one take notion that the meaning that group members give to a
certain group, may differ from the meaning outsiders give this group (idem:143).
7.2 Groups – identity and behavior
As written, social identity theory focuses on how people, who categorize themselves in a certain group,
see themselves in relation to those in an out-group. Furthermore, it focuses on the effects of this
(Stets&Burke 2000:226). In this context it is important to define what a ‘group’ is. According to Tajfel a
group can be defined with the help of both internal and external principals and criteria. Internal criteria
refer to ‘group identification’, which requires three components. The first one is cognitive, namely a
‘sense of awareness of membership’. The second one is an evaluative component, referring to meanings
of value. The last and third component entails ‘emotional investment in the awareness and evaluations’
(Tajfel 1982:2). It must also be said that intergroup behavior isn’t possible without the presence of
outsiders according to whom the group exists. However this last point, on the other hand, is not enough to
classify a group of people as a group, because ‘a classification by others of some people as a group does
not necessarily mean that the individuals so classified have acquired an awareness of a common group
membership and the value connotations associated with it’ (idem). One’s impression that members within
a group are similar to each other, compared to people in an out-group, knows cognitive as well as
attitudinal and behavioral consequences, something which will be discussed below. Huddy further
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distinguishes four factors or components which give meaning and importance to a group. The first factor
is the valence of group membership. This refers to how people view and value the group to which they
belong – this can be both positive as well as negative. (Huddy 2001:143). The way in which people
identify with their group is moreover often related to patriotic symbols (idem:144). A second component
that gives meaning or importance to a group is that of identification with a prototype, a term that will be
discussed in more detail below. The third factor is that of core values, which refers to the meanings and
values people in a group share with each other (idem:144). The fourth and last factor is that of differences
from out-groups. Out-groups help to define what the group is or is not (idem:145) The view of Barth is of
relevance here. According to him: ‘much of the meaning of identity is created at its boundaries in
interaction or dialogue with out-group members’ (idem:145). Now that I have discussed the notions of
both group and identity in more detail, will I explain social identity theory with the help of three ‘areas of
importance’.

7.3 Social identity theory and its three areas of importance
The first area is called the ‘bases of identity’ (Stets&Burke 2000:224). There are two processes of
importance here: self-categorization and social comparison. Self-categorization refers to the process
where people categorize themselves in relation to others in terms of social categories or classifications
(idem). Social comparison refers to the process where people categorize other people. They are either
categorized as members of an in-group or as members of an out-group, dependent upon whether they
share similarities or not (idem:225).There exists some disagreement among scholars with regards to selfcategorization. Amongst others according to Tajfel and Turner, human beings have a tendency to
categorize themselves and others. This conclusion was however withdrawn from the experiments, known
as the minimum group paradigm. It however turns out that this minimum group paradigm is plagued by
several problems. ‘Self-categorization outside the laboratory is not always simple and direct’ (Ashmore,
Deaux&McLaughlin-Volpe 2004:84). In reality, someone has more than one choice when it comes to
categorizing him-/herself, as it also depends on the specific situation (idem). Moreover, there are several
levels of categorization in the same social category (idem). Self-categorization and social comparison
process have both their own consequences. The consequence of the first mentioned is what is called an
‘accentuation’ of the similarities between them and those in the same group (the in-group) and the
differences between them and those in the out-group (Stets&Burke 2000: 225). This has an effect on how
people deal with others and has thus an influence on their ‘attitudes, beliefs and values, affective
reactions, behavioral norms, style of speech(…)’ (idem). This will be discussed in more detail when I
introduce the concept of prototypes. The consequence of the comparison process is the selective (!)
utilization of the accentuation effect. In this process the in-group is mainly viewed in positive light where
the out-group is viewed with suspicion (idem).
The second area of importance is that of salience – in other words: the activation of a certain identity.
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Two aspects are of relevance for salience. The first one is called accessibility and refers to ‘the readiness
of a given category to become activated in the person’ (idem: 230). In other words, it refers to the
probability that a person will act in a certain way, which fits within a certain situation. The second
concept relevant for salience is that of fit. Fit is the accordance between how one categorizes himself (and
others) and how a specific situation is perceived. Both comparative and normative aspects are of
relevance within the concept of fit. The first occurs when in-group differences are identified as to be less
than differences between groups. The second, normative aspect refers to the situation when someone
perceives a certain category to be defined along ‘stereotypical, normative lines as held in the culture’
(idem). This explanation however didn’t take the ‘situational characteristics’ into consideration but
focused instead only on the individual. Context refers to the ‘general and continuing multilayered and
interwoven set of material realities, social structures, patterns of social relations, and shared belief
systems that surround any given situation’ (Ashmore, Deaux&McLaughlin-Volpe 2004:103). Scholars
have developed some variables which can be relevant when talking about context. These are: (1)
representation – referring to the presence of someone from the same group, (2) evaluation – how is the
group portrayed, (3) power/status – referring to the question if group members held any positions of
authority and (4) personal relations between groups – referring to the presence of friendship or other
forms of relationships across group boundaries (idem:104). Unfortunately most scholars have been
hesitant to include a focus on the context/situation into their researches. This is also the reason why I
decided to put some focus on the situation in Afghanistan today, since I believe this can have an impact
on how the respondents define themselves in terms of an Afghan identity and the possible consequences
for their perception on Kymlicka’s ideas with regards to institutional state crafting.

The third area of importance refers to the cognitive process within social identity theory. The core process
within social identity theory is that of depersonalization which refers to the process where an individual
perceives certain norms that exist within a group as normative. In other words, they are identified as being
the prototype and the individual starts to act according to this prototype (Stets&Burke 2000:232).With
regards to stereotyping, scholars have discovered that perceptions of both in-group and out-group
members become more homogenous (Haslam, Oakes, McGarty, Turner, Reynolds, Eggins 1996 in idem:
226). Besides, one’s identification with the group to which one counts himself has an effect on ‘the self as
prototypical in a group’ (Hogg&Hardy 1992 in idem:226). Secondly, an attitudinal consequence is that
people make more positive assessments of a group when they are/become members of this group. Even
when individual attachments within the group are of weak nature, then still people can feel a ‘strong
attraction’ to the group as a whole (idem:226). Thirdly, a behavioral consequence is that when people use
the group to identify themselves, they are more likely to act according to the norms that are present in a
certain group (idem:226). This is also the case in a ‘low-status minority group’ where one uses the group
to identify him-/herself (Ethier&Deax 1994, Ullah 1987 in idem). Even though I stated that most
researchers are ignoring the context so-called ‘situational characteristics’ are important; the society is
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structured in a certain way and is characterized by the presence/existence of certain categories.
Individuals are well aware of the several structures and categories that exist in a society and they act
accordingly (Stets&Burke 2000: 232). Moreover, according to some scholars, acting in accordance with
expectations can have a positive influence on one’s self-esteem. Turner writes for example that: ‘(…)
when a group identity is activated, people behave so as to enhance the evaluation of the in-group relative
to the out-group and thereby enhance their own self-evaluation as group members (Turner et al.1987 in
idem:232).

7.4 Some final remarks
On the previous pages I discussed the two theories which are, in addition to the background knowledge
already provided in the previous chapters, relevant for this research. I started by outlining three ways of
institutional state crafting distinguished by Kymlicka with regards to dealing with (ethnic) minorities. The
first option refers to self-governing rights, often mentioned together with federalism. Special
representation rights refer to the ambition of making politics more ‘inclusive’ so that the variety of
different (ethnic) groups will be represented. Finally polyethnic rights refer to the situation where certain
groups are granted special rights. I continued with a discussion on social identity theory. In short social
identity theory refers to how people categorize themselves and others in groups and act according upon
that. Classically social identity theory researchers have neglected both the influence of context (situational
characteristics) as well as the fact that a social identity is most often acquired instead of ascribed. This is
why I decided to discuss the current situation in Afghanistan in the previous chapters. Kymlicka ideas on
institutional state crafting and social identity theory are both relevant for answering the research question
of this paper: How do young Afghans relate themselves towards Kymlicka’s Theory of Minorities
and what is the role of the notion of an Afghan identity in this? The significance of Kymlicka’s views
are quite obvious by itself. Social identity theory is relevant because it provides the notions and tools to
discuss how Afghans categorize themselves and others and how this has an influence on how they act
accordingly. More important is the fact that both theories can be used together. I am interested in which
one of the ideas of Kymlicka the respondents favor as well as how they categorize themselves and others
in terms of ethnic and national identity. Between these two there might be a relation. It could for example
be that someone who feels a strong ethnic affiliation is more in favor of a certain way of institutional state
crafting. This will be elaborated on however in the analysis chapter.

8. Analysis: analyzing and discussing interview results
The goal of this analysis is to provide the reader with the information needed to formulate an answer to
the problem formulation as well as the working questions, as they were introduced in the beginning of this
paper. This analysis consists of several parts. The first part will focus on the identification of themes in
the interview results with the help of thematic analysis. This part should not be seen as an analysis as
such, but operates as a preparation for the second part of this chapter, during which I will discuss the
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interview results against the background of relevant theories and with the help of critical discourse
analysis. Several topics will be discussed in this part. And in the third part I will discuss and analyze the
pieces of information in relation to each other, again with tools borrowed from critical discourse analysis.
8.1 Part 1 Analysis – Identifying themes
In the methodology chapter I elaborated on thematic analysis as a tool to identify themes in a set of data.
In this part I will apply the several discussed steps in order to identify themes in the collected data. I
started by developing a so-called code manual, based upon the theories that have been discussed in this
paper. Every code consists of a code label, a definition and a description. The manual was divided into
five categories, based on the theory (Kymlicka’s Theory of Minorities and social identity theory), namely:
Afghan identity, self-governing rights, special representation rights, polyethnic rights and social relations.
A total of 27 codes were created.

example
Afghan identity
1. Label : affective involvement (Davis 1999:30, p.9)
Definition: feeling love for a country.
Description: a person feels love/intimate feelings for his country. Feels safe and secure in his country.
2. Label: goal involvement (idem)
Definition: feeling driven to help a country forward.
Description: a person feels eager to work for one’s country and to help the country forward.

The complete code manual can be found in the appendix (number 2). The second step was to summarize
and translate the collected data. The results of this can also be found in the appendix (number 3). During
the summarizing and translation I already identified some initial themes, which were worked out more
thoroughly during the next step. During this next step I brought the theory-driven codes into relation with
the collected data. However, the codes that were created based on theory did not cover the scope of
information that was being put forward in the data, and this is why I also created so-called data-driven
codes during this step. A list of theory-and data-driven codes as well as the collection of data suitable with
the codes can be found in the appendix (number 4) as well. The reader will notice that the list of codes got
more comprehensive. I distinguished a total of 13 codes. The next step in this part was to identify the
main themes. I did this by looking for similarities and differences between the themes. The last part in this
analysis was to collect the identified themes. I chose to divide the information in eight main themes, so
called manifest content (1. being Afghan, 2. Federalism – positive attitudes, 3. Federalism- negative
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attitudes, etcetera.) and with the help of arrows sub-themes (latent content) are indicated. The scheme
which is shown below will operate as the basis for the critical discourse analysis part of this research part 2 of this chapter.

8.2 Scheme of identified themes and sub-themes
1. Being Afghan
Pride

affective involvement
Being/feeling heroic despite struggles

2. Federalism – positive attitudes
like in the Netherlands

positive, if people are satisfied

3. Federalism – negative attitudes
Causing conflicts

differences
Playing ‘own boss’
Fear of conflict because of scarcity of resources.

4. Representation rights – positive attitudes
Equality

right to be represented

5. Polyethnic rights – negative attitudes
There is need for unity

there is too much focus on groups
Situation leads to division otherwise
Afghanistan should be one

6. Preventing conflicts
Communication

respect

all human/Afghan (nationalistic feelings)

7. Most favorable way of governing Afghanistan
Democracy

good and honest leader
No corruption
Safety

8. Least favorable way of governing Afghanistan
like it goes right now
bad leadership

dictatorship and corruption
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8.3 Part 2 Analysis – critical discourse analysis
The first part of the analysis focused on the identification of important themes and subthemes and its’ goal
was to enable the reader with the process and different steps that operated as a preparation for the second
part of this chapter. In this second part of the analysis the identified themes and sub-themes will be
discussed and analyzed thoroughly with the help of tools lend from critical discourse analysis.

8.4 Context
The first important topic to discuss is that of context. I am referring here to context an sich as well as how
this is experienced by the respondents themselves. By this are meant the so-called mental models of the
respondents, by which is meant their interpretation of the situation, as has been discussed before in the
methodology chapter. In the beginning of this paper I elaborated on the current situation in Afghanistan in
terms of safety and security, politics and economics. The conclusions drawn were that the country finds
itself in a rather poor state with regard to these topics. 2015 saw an increase of 8 percent of killed or
injured Afghan civilians in the first three months in comparison to the previous year, of which most were
caused by the Taliban and other anti-government forces (Felbab-brown:c2015). Politically wise it was
stated by Katzman that the central government is lacking authority, because of the influence of regional
and ethnic leaders (Katzman 2015:0). And there is also not much positive to write about the economic
situation in Afghanistan, with a GDP dropping till 8.3% in 2014 and a economic deficiency of 537 million
dollars (Byrd&Payenda 2015: 1-2). Since the personal views of the respondents are relevant when talking
about context, one of the first questions asked to the interviewees was how they conceive the situation in
Afghanistan today. Not very surprisingly, all of them expressed their concerns. “Sad and hopeless”,
according to respondent one. “feeling sad that after all these years there is still no peace”, expressed
another respondent. Some respondents clearly expressed their worries with regards to the safety- and
security situation: “There is a lot of unsafety and injustice” . Two of the respondents referred to the poor
and difficult political situation in the country. “The situation is not under control. There are fundamental
mistakes in the political system. The country can only grow when there is peace”, is the opinion of one of
them. According to the other interviewee the situation is ‘hopeless’ and she adds: “There is barely no
development and it is still unsafe. Leaders seem to be powerless and egoistic”. Overall, it becomes clear
that the respondents are worried about the situation in their home-country. These results are not
surprisingly at all, regarding the current situation of today’s Afghanistan. Next to the Afghan context, the
Dutch context might also prove to be of relevance. The respondents have been living in the Netherlands
for most of their lives, which can have an influence on the answers they give. Whenever context (Afghan
and/or Dutch) plays a, according to my view, decisive role in the answers given by the respondents, I will
note this during the analysis.
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8.5 On Afghan identity
In the introduction I wrote that I was interested in the relation between how the respondents view
Kymlicka’s Theory of Minorities and their stance with regards to the idea of a national Afghan identity. I
will therefore proceed this analysis by evaluating how they regard Afghans in national terms. Despite the
fact that the Afghan population can be divided into ethnic groups, the boundaries between these groups
are often vague, hence the so-called ethnic gray-zones, and the presence of ethnic groups has not
prevented that Afghans also feel connected with the idea of national Afghan identity (Roy c2003:4). This
is important, because it can pave the way for a more unified Afghanistan that is able to overcome ethnic
problems. Because of this importance one of the questions asked to the respondents was how they would
describe themselves as Afghans and what, according to them, is typical for being Afghan. These questions
were asked against a theoretical background, namely that of social identity theory. In light of this theory, I
was interested in how the respondents self-categorize and/or self-define themselves (Stets&Burke
2000:224). And following Tajfel, the emotional significance they attach to being Afghan (Tajfel 1981:255
in Tajfel 1982:24). Despite the fact that one should be careful to write about Afghans in generalizing
terms, I earlier referred to Hatch Dupree according to whom the national Afghan identity contains
characteristics such as the importance of honour and self-honour (see page 19). Asking the respondents to
describe what it means to be Afghan, it turned out that this question seemed a bit difficult to answer for
some of them. The main reason for this was the fact that they are living in the Netherlands, hence the
importance of context becomes clear here. One of the respondents answered for example: “I don’t have a
lot with Afghanistan, since I have been living in the Netherlands since I was young. I know Afghanistan
from some vague memories and stories from my parents”. Someone else answered something similar,
pointing out that her knowledge of Afghanistan is limited. “I don’t know a lot about Afghanistan. There is
a lot going on there, which makes it even more difficult”. But when taking the results of two questions
together (that is, the question what it means to be Afghan and the question what is typical for the Afghan
identity) Two keywords came up several times. The first one is that of pride. The majority of the
respondents referred to the fact that Afghans are proud people, both in describing themselves as Afghans
as well as Afghans in general. “I am proud of my beautiful country with its’ beautiful nature, that many
do not know about”, explained one. “It’s part of my culture which makes me proud”, said another
respondent. “I am a proud Afghan, proud of my country and of my people”, was the answer of a third
respondent. In answers such as these one clearly sees the so-called affective involvement with the
country. Affective involvement refers to the love one feels for one’s country. The fact that the
respondents have been living in the Netherlands for most of their lives does not necessarily mean that this
is would be detrimental to the love they feel for their country. In fact, people living in another country
then their motherland have proven to show more nationalistic feelings (Chriswell c2015). Earlier in this
paper I referred to Barth according to whom identity often is shaped when members of a certain group
interact with those outside their own group (Huddy 2001:143). I therefore deem it appropriate to question
the respondents on the topic of Afghan identity. Secondly, the respondents not only described Afghans as
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being proud, but also as being strong. At times this was mentioned together with the fact that they are or
have been experiencing certain struggles. It is relevant here to refer to Centrelivres, according to whom
the Afghans find their sense of national feeling ‘in history and the heroic imagery of the struggle against
the English’(Centrelivres 1988:286 in Hyman 2002:303). A same sort of feeling becomes clear from the
answers of some of the respondents. According to one of them: “Being Afghan means being strong, and
to grab the chances the Netherlands give me, despite all the bad, to keep going on. It’s sad we receive bad
attention because of the Taliban, but I will never betray my country(…)”. “Proud, assimilate and survive.
Afghans in Afghanistan have a survivors mentality. They are proud of their country, even though there is
war(…)”, explained someone else.
8.6 How should Afghanistan be governed and how can conflict be avoided – general views of the
respondents
This research is specifically interested in Kymlicka’s ideas Theory of Minorities as a way of dealing with
the presence of multiple ethnic groups inside a country in order to avoid conflicts. But before I focus on
the views of the respondents with regards to Kymlicka’s ideas, it is interesting to shortly discuss their
ideas on what, in general, would be the best way for Afghanistan to be governed. One thing that first
becomes clear is that the respondents aren’t satisfied at all with the situation as it is right now. Taking
their views on the current situation in Afghanistan into consideration, this is not surprising at all. The
answers given by the respondents on the question ‘what would be the best way for Afghanistan to be
governed?’ show several results that can be divided into three sorts of answers. Firstly, some of the
respondents point out to the importance of having a democracy in Afghanistan. One of them mentioned
that it is important to listen to the people themselves, especially to those who are poor: “The best way is to
listen to the people. I think it is necessary to help the poor people first”. Another one said: “(…)A real
democratic state without corruption and defined laws”. Secondly, some of the respondents emphasize the
relevance of having a good and honest leader. What a good and honest leader looks like is not elaborated
on in detail, but one thing that is made clear is that the country should be washed clean from corruption.
One of the respondents expressed herself as follows: “Politicians should deal with the citizens in a
rightful manner. There should be no corruption and the safety should be improved”. Thirdly, another
group of respondents expressed their dissatisfaction with current politicians who have linkages with
criminals, for example the Taliban. According to them, those members should be dispelled from driving
politics and their place should be taken by members with no such criminal affiliations. “It is my opinion
that those people in the government right now who have affiliations with war criminals or Taliban should
leave and people with expertise should take their place”. It has been stated that Afghan politics is being
characterized by ‘systematic corruption and organized crime’ and these two things have proven to be
hampering for building a stabile Afghanistan. Unfortunately criminals are (still) active in Afghan politics.
Forsberg and Sullivan explain it beautifully as follows: ‘Corruption in Afghanistan reached crippling
levels after the post-2001 political settlement, which was built on the distribution of political power
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between factions formed during the country’s civil war. Benefiting from judicial impunity, these factions
facilitated penetration of the Afghan state by what eventually became known as criminal patronage
networks (CPNs)’ (Forsberg&Sullivan 2016:12). As an illustration: the Afghan government has recently
signed a peace agreement with the Hezb-i-Islami party. According to some this is a step in the right
direction, whereas others are worried, because it makes it possible for its’ leader Gulbudeen Hekmatyar to
return to Afghan politics. This despite the fact that he is being accused of having committed several
severe war crimes during the 1990’s (al Jazeera c2016). An article on Veterans Today writes accordingly:
‘And now, the minimal likelihood to bring these criminals to the book vanished with the “red-carpet”
welcoming of “global terrorist” Gulbudeen Hekmatyar, who is infamous for standing at the top of the
other kindred warlords over spilling more bloods of people’ (Wadan c2016). Very interesting moreover I
find the answer of one of the respondents, who emphasizes that it is not only important that current
politicians who have criminal affiliations should be displaced, but moreover that they should be displaced
by people from the younger generation. He expressed himself as follows: “Afghanistan needs change. Let
the new [young] generation rule. Every leader and representatives from the different parties in the
parliament should be displaced by new members. Young members who have no affiliations with a party –
communist, Islamic, Taliban, etcetera”.

Besides the respondents general views on what is the best way to govern Afghanistan, it is equally
interesting to discuss their views on how conflict between ethnic groups in general could be avoided.
Their answer to the question ‘How can conflicts between ethnic groups be avoided?’ can be divided into
three key-words or sentences namely: communication, respect, and everyone is human/Afghan. Four
respondents refer in their answers to the importance of communication. This is shown in quotes such as:
“To listen and to learn to understand. So not to listen in order to react”. According to their opinion it is
not only important to communicate, but also to respect each other. “(…)to talk with each other about
differences and similarities, and to respect each other”, said one of the respondents. Very interesting I
found the answers of them who emphasized the importance for people from different ethnic groups to
‘work’ together: “By letting people with different ethnicities work together and deal with each other”,
answered one. Another respondent expressed something similar by saying: “(…)mixing all ethnic groups
together(…)”. Related to this are the answers of two respondents who emphasize how important it is to
make people realize that they are all human (or Afghan): “(…)teach the next generation that it [ethnic
groups] is bullshit and that we are all human and Afghan[JS4] ”. One of them referred to the importance
of the media in this: “With the help of the media for example. To give people a more nationalistic feeling,
so that they talk more about the country instead of a specific group(…)”.
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8.7 The respondents views on Kymlicka’s ideas on institutional state crafting
8.7.1 The respondents views on self-governing rights
The analysis will now proceed with discussing the opinions of the respondents with regards to Kymlicka’s
ideas on institutional state crafting. It must be made clear that the results will first be discussed an sich
and that they will be discussed and analyzed more thoroughly in the third part of this analysis. One of the
ways proposed by Kymlicka to deal with multi-ethnicity is through self-determination, more specifically
federalism, in other words through self-governing rights. When asking the respondents about their opinion
with regard to these form of governing, a mixture of responses was given – both positive, negative and
some doubtful responses. Four respondents uttered themselves in a positive way when questioned about
federalism. Some of the answers show, once again, that the respondents are partly speaking from their
Dutch background. This shows when they refer to the situation in the Netherlands, where municipalities
can partly decide on their own affairs. “Good, when there is also a central government. But it could work
if separate states decide things for themselves. A bit like in the Netherlands, with the different
municipalities”, explained one of the respondents. And according to another respondent: “I like the idea
of having municipalities like in the Netherlands”. In the theory chapter however some doubts and
suspicion towards this form of governing was already presented. Fears were expressed for example that
this form of governing will lead to groups organizing against the central government or against each other
(Adeney 2008:542). When questioning the respondents some similar doubts were uttered. One of the
respondents was afraid that governing Afghanistan is such a way will only lead to differences and
conflict: “It will lead to differences and with that to conflict”. Another respondent was equally negative
about the topic of self-governing rights and was afraid that it will lead to a situation where everyone
‘plays own boss’ – by which it is meant that everyone decides for himself, without taking the interests of
others into consideration. A third respondent was a bit more positive, but at the same expressed some
doubts: “It can work, but it can be catastrophal for those areas with no or less resources and where the
risk exists that people support the Taliban, which can lead to a situation where the Taliban will work from
inside out”.

8.7.2 The respondents views on special representation rights
A second method to govern a multi-ethnic country outlined by Kymlicka is through special representation
rights. The idea is to make political parties more ‘inclusive’ by representing all ethnic groups (Kymlicka
1995:32). I asked the respondents if they agreed with the idea that every ethnic group is equally being
represented politically wise. The overall response that I got was positive and could be divided into two
keywords or -sentences, namely: equality and the right to be represented. The overall opinion is that
everyone deserves to be equally represented, as is shown in for example the following answers. “Yes,
everyone should have a chance to be involved”. “Everyone should get the same chances(…)”. And:
“Everybody has the right to be represented. This is not the case now in Afghanistan”. Some of the
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respondents referred to the importance of Afghanistan has forming an unity. Despite the fact that the
respondents have an overall positive opinion about special representation rights, some of them do point
out that choosing candidates (only) based on ethnicity is not something that is desirable. “Everyone
should get the same chances. But in the end it’s quality that counts”, said one respondent. And according
to another respondent: “Nowadays, every choice is made based upon ethnicity. People should choose
based upon personality, political motives and expertise, not based on ethnicity”.

8.7.3 The respondents views on polyethnic rights
A third way outlined by Kymlicka to deal with the presence of multiple ethnic groups in a country is
through polyethnic rights – for example agreeing that certain groups are being expelled from certain laws
which, according to them, go against their (religious) practices. There exist different opinions on this
topic. Kymlicka on the one hand emphasizes that polyethnic rights can be used to express a groups’
‘cultural particularity’ without this being an obstacle for integration in the wider society (Kymlicka
1995:31). According to Adeney on the other hand, polyethnic right dó possibly hamper assimilation with
or integration into the wider society (Adeney 2008:553). I questioned the respondents on this matter and
their answers show that practically all of them hold a negative stance with regards to the introduction of
polyethnic righs in Afghanistan. The answers could be divided into three sorts of answers. The first is that
a focus on groups is undesirable, as is shown in the following quotes: “Not everyone will be treated the
same way. There should be done something against this”. “There is a lot of discrimination and there is
too much focus on groups. It’s based on nothing in fact”. And: “Not a good idea. I strive for equal
treatment of all citizens”. Secondly, another existing feeling among the respondents is that polyethnic
rights will lead to division, which is something negative, since the third opinion is that Afghanistan
should be one. “It’s a bad idea. It will lead to division in the country”, explained one of the respondents.
“Every law should apply to every Afghan citizen. One should not treat groups differently,” said a second
respondent. And another respondent expressed it as follows: “Afghanistan should be one! I am against
every law based on ethnicity. We have suffered too long from the focus on differences. If you love your
country, you don’t talk about ethnic questions, or Sunni/Shia, etcetera”.

8.8 Part 3- Linkages between the different parts
On the previous pages I more or less globally discussed the relevant themes and interview results. This
has paved the way to look more thoroughly into some of the main interview results as well as how the
different results are connected and related to each other.
One of the main results derived from the interviews is that according to the majority of the respondents
special representation rights is the most favorable way to deal with the presence of different ethnic
groups. Looking deeper into this matter the interview results show that this opinion seems to be (partly)
built upon two main arguments. According to the majority of interviewees every Afghan has the right to
be equally represented politically wise and more generally, Afghans are equal to each other. As is shown
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by quotes such as: Yes, everyone should have a chance to be involved”. “Everyone should get the same
chances(…)”. And: “Everybody has the right to be represented. It all becomes more interesting when
looking a bit closer at the rest of the results and I discovered that those in favor of special representation
rights as a way to deal with multi-ethnicity in Afghanistan (which is almost every single respondent) in
general also emphasized the importance of communication and working together. In light of special
representation rights this is very relevant. Following Kymlicka, special representation rights means that
every ethnic group will be equally represented politically wise. In order for such a system to work
communication and working together are two important factors according to my view. The importance of
communication is being emphasized by several respondents, when they were asked what is the best way
to avoid conflict.“To listen and o learn to understand. So not to listen in order to react”, said one
respondent. “Communication and explanation”, said another one. Thus, according to their opinion it is
important to communicate with each other. An opinion that at times goes hand in hand with showing
respect. “Mainly to talk with each other about differences and similarities, and to respect each other”.
The question that arises here is, what is the reason this communication is considered to be possible?
Unfortunately I haven’t had the chance to question the respondents about it. Is is however my sincere
guess that their stance can be explained with a focus on the Dutch context, influencing the respondents.
Governance in the Netherlands is namely characterized by a so-called ‘discussion culture’, where
different committees ‘endlessly debate’ (Kickert 2003:137). Since history, the Dutch society can be
divided into several corporations (the provinces, the regions, the cities, trade corporations, the guilds and
the fraternities). And since history the aim as been to protect the autonomy of the regions and the cities,
whereas the centralization of State authority was unwished for (idem:135).When talking about furthering
communication between the several ethnic groups, it is relevant to mention Simonsen’s idea of conflict
transformation here. Conflict transformation entails, as has been discussed in the theory chapter, that the
importance of ethnicity is being curtailed. One way of doing this is via the promotion of contacts and
interests among the ethnic groups. Via this way, groups as well as individuals might realize that their
interests are not necessarily conflicting with each other. Afghans in the Netherlands also seem to be less
or not at all affected by the differences between ethnic groups as might be the case for Afghans in
Afghanistan self. This was shown when I asked the respondents if they themselves ever experience
troubles while dealing with someone with a different ethnic background than their own. There was one
respondent who admitted that some women in her circle aren’t allowed to marry someone from a different
background. The overall response to the question however was that the respondents don’t experience
troubles dealing with people with a different ethnicity. One of them explained as following: “Dutch
Afghans are too down to earth for that”. According to Lijphart special representation rights are the best
way for a country that is ethnically divided to maintain some sort of democracy. This made me look
deeper into the interview results and I discovered that those respondents who are most in favor of special
representation rights also emphasized the importance of a democratic government or at least a
government with democratic features – such as the absence of corruption. The question that arises here is,
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why the majority of the respondents think most positively about special representation rights. According
to my best views, the reason for this is the fact that special representation rights both includes
characteristics which are favored by the respondents as well as characteristics they are used too because
they are living in the Netherlands.

Whereas most of the respondents were holding a positive attitude towards special representation rights,
the opposite is the case with regards to polyethnic rights, one of the other three forms outlined by
Kymlicka to deal with a multi ethnic country. The overall response to the question whether the
respondents were in favor of polyethnic rights or not was negative. The arguments given had amongst
others to do with the opinion that a special focus on certain groups is undesirable and that an overarching
idea of Afghanistan as a unity should prevail over a focus on different groups. The need for a unified
Afghanistan was also mentioned by some respondents, as is shown in the following quote: “Afghanistan
should be one! I am against every law based on ethnicity. We have suffered too long from the focus on
differences. If you love your country [Afghanistan], you don’t talk about ethnic, or shia/sunni,
etcetera”. One of the respondents referred to the relevance of the media in order to stimulate the unity of
Afghanistan: “For example through media. To give the people a more nationalistic feeling, so they talk
more about the country, instead of about a certain group. Media is a good platform, able to show the
good sides of all the differences”. The question here is, why do most of the respondents express
themselves in a negative way on polyethnic rights? According to my view, these results are not at all
surprising when taking the information already given in the above section into consideration. To me it
seems that special representation rights and polyethnic rights both entail characteristics that are
‘conflicting’ with each other. Whereas special representation rights entails that each group is equally
represented politically wise, is polyethnic rights holding the view that certain laws might or might not
apply to some ethnic groups. As was shown above, a considerable amount of respondents believe in the
importance of equality and unity, and are of the opinion that the same laws should apply equally to
everyone. It seems that poly ethnic rights, according to them, will lead to the opposite – namely division
and inequality.

The responses to the questions whether it is a good idea to govern Afghanistan through special
representation rights and polyethnic rights are to be found on both sides of a spectrum. The responses to
the question whether Afghanistan should be governed through self-determination/federalism takes a socalled middle position, enjoying both positive as well as negative attitudes towards this idea as it is
outlined by Kymlicka. In my view self-determination/federalism includes features of both special
representation rights as well as polyethnic rights. Federalism, on the one hand, means that the several
provinces and/or areas a form of self-determination and can for example decide that some rules will
especially apply to this specific area – thus the resemblance with polyethnic rights. Federalism, on the
other hand, still requires a form of communication, namely between the several provinces and the central
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government in Kabul – hence the resemblance with special representation rights where communication
between the several ethnic groups is required. The fact that self-governing rights entails characteristics of
both special representation rights and polyethnic rights makes, according to my view, that there is a
mixture of responses from the respondents with regards to this topic.

8.8.1 Young Afghans and the future of Afghanistan
Until now I discussed amongst others how the respondents define an Afghan in national terms and their
views with regard to Kymlicka’s ideas on institutional state crafting. In the introduction I wrote that I was
also interested in possible relations between these two topics. Unfortunately the information acquired
from the interviews don’t lend themselves for this specific task. I do think however that there is
something interesting to say about how the respondents talk about the idea of being Afghan and their
ideas on the political future of Afghanistan in general. When the respondents were asked to describe an
Afghan, mainly two key-words popped up: namely that of being proud and being strong. One of the
respondents also mentioned the survivors mentality Afghan possess by saying the following: “Afghans in
Afghanistan have a survivors mentality and are mentally strong and courageous(…)”. This quote leads
me to suggest that Afghans are not only proud and strong, but moreover resilient and perseverant,
especially when it comes to their future and the future of Afghanistan in general. This is also shown by a
research conducted by Panter-Brick et.al, who conducted in-depth interviews with young (elite) Afghans
studying at Kabul University. It turned out that 80% of the interviewees declared that they had a resilient
and hopeful view on the future (Panter-Brick et.al. 2008:10). According to my view this courageous,
resilient and perseverant character of (young) Afghans is shown in the fact that many of them have
become socially and politically active, as is amongst others beautifully elaborated on by Larson and
Coburn (2014). The country knows a very young generation with more than 70 percent being under the
age of 25 (Null&Parker cdate unknown). At least two trends can be seen amongst this young generation
in Afghanistan. The first trend refers to those young Afghans who decide to leave the country, pushed by
factors such as insecurity and the absence of job opportunities, in order to try their luck elsewhere (Etehad
c2016) . There is however also a group of youngsters who show to be resilient and decide to stay,
especially those who put their energy in creating a better future for Afghanistan. Things such as ‘a rapid
growth in technology, media and access to education and information’ have made youth more politically
aware (Wahidi 2015:3). It is however not easy for these youngsters to have real political influence,
because it is the old generation who still hold most power and influence (Larson&Coburn 2014:7). This
doesn’t change however the fact that young Afghans have become politically aware. And one could
suggest that the political future should be in the hands of young Afghans, something which was also
emphasized by one of the respondents: “Afghanistan needs change. Give the country to the new
generation. All leaders and representatives from the different parties in the parliament need to be
displaced by new members – young members(…)”. What is moreover very interesting and relevant is the
fact that young political active Afghans are said to focus more on national instead of ethnic identity:
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‘Some of these political youth groups aim to foster national identity, rather than ethnic identity’ (Wahidi
2015:4). This is in accordance with what some of the respondents said, namely that Afghanistan should
form an unity and that a specific focus on ethnic groups is undesirable. “We should teach the next
generation that it [ethnicities] is bullshit and that we are all human and Afghan”. And: “Afghanistan
should be one! I am against every law based on ethnicity. We have suffered too long from the focus on
differences. If you love your country [Afghanistan], you don’t talk about ethnic questions, or shia/sunni,
etcetera”. Thus despite the fact that it is difficult, if not impossible to write about relations between how
the respondents describe Afghans in national terms and Kymlicka’s Theory of Minorities, there is enough
to write about the relation between how the respondents talk about Afghans in national terms and their
views and opinions on the political future of Afghanistan.

Conclusion
This research attempted to find an answer to the following problem formulation: How do young Afghans
relate themselves towards Kymlicka’s Theory of Minorities and what is the role of the notion of an
Afghan identity in this? First of all the salience of ethnicity in Afghanistan and more specifically its’
politics became clear in this paper. In the nineties political parties came to represent certain ethnic groups.
More recently president Ghani and CEO Abdullah are mainly choosing their advisors from their own
ethnic group. According to some scholars/authors ethnicity can be a source of conflict. Even though
opinions differ on this matter, it is important to think about how to deal with the presence of ethnic
groups. I therefore introduced the academic solution offered by Will Kymlicka known as his Theory of
Minorities. Kymlicka outlines three ways of institutional state crafting that can help with managing
different ethnic groups in a country. These solutions have been discussed thoroughly in this paper and are
known as: self-governing rights, special representation rights and polyethnic rights. Whereas ethnicity is
an important topic it is important to realize that the fact that Afghanistan is being inhabited by numerous
of ethnic groups doesn’t detract from the fact that there is a sense of a national Afghan identity among
Afghanistan’s citizens. This research showed that according to the respondents Afghans can be described
as being proud and strong people, as well as resilient.
Among the respondents there was a clear preference for special representation rights. The respondents
value equality among ethnic groups and according to the majority of them special representation rights is
the most suitable way of achieving this. Interesting is also that according to Lijphart special representation
rights is the best way for ethnically divided countries to achieve a form of democracy; and it turned out
that those in favor of special representation rights were also in favor of having a democracy in
Afghanistan.
The initial plan of this research was to draw linkages between how Afghans view themselves in national
terms and their stance towards Kymlicka’s ideas on institutional state crafting. The data collected
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however didn’t lend itself to this specific task. There are instead interesting things to write about how
Afghans describe themselves in national terms and their view on the political future of Afghanistan in
general. Afghans can be viewed as being strong, proud, but also resilient people. This was shown from the
answers given by the respondents, but also pointed out by an research conducted by Panter-Brick. The
youth in Afghanistan is facing many problems for example regarding job opportunities, which has led to
groups of Afghans leaving the country. The resilient character of Afghans is however shown partly by the
fact that there are more and more young Afghans who decide to stay and work on a better (political)
future for Afghanistan. This future is characterized by several things. First of all, there seems to be an
agreement that Afghanistan should be governed through a democracy. I earlier wrote about the
respondents preference for special representation rights – which is also a way of ensuring democracy in a
multi-ethnic country according to Lijphart. Secondly, communication and working together is an
important way of preventing conflicts. Very important I find the following which was emphasized by the
respondents, namely that Afghanistan should act as an unity, where the emphasis is on the national
instead of the ethnic identity. This was not only shown in current research. Wahidi writes for example that
politically aware/active youth has become more focused on the national, instead of the ethnic identity
(Wahidi 2015:4) This view show clear similarities with Simonsen’s ideas on conflict transformation – his
ideas are enfolded around the notion that the importance of ethnicity can be curtailed by focusing on the
interests ethnic groups have in common (Simonsen 2005:306). Finally, there is some agreement that the
younger generation should have a bigger influence on Afghan politics. The main argument for this is that
some of those who are currently in Afghan politics have criminal linkages.
Summarized, most of the respondents showed a clear preference for Kymlicka’s ideas on special
representation rights, because this entails that the different ethnic groups will be represented equally.
Because of the same reason, most of the respondents weren’t fond of polyethnic rights, whereas selfgoverning rights was viewed both positively and negatively. With regards to the Afghan identity, Afghans
can be described as being proud, strong and resilient. According to them Afghanistan political future
should be characterized by being a democracy, having room for communication and working together in
order to avoid conflicts, where Afghanistan is treated as a unity with a main focus on the national identity
instead of ethnic identity and where the younger generation will hopefully gain more influence.
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Appendix no.0: Interview questions
1. What is your gender?
2. What is your age?
3. What is your highest education ejoyed?
4. What do you think about the present situation in Afghanistan?
5. What would be the best way for Afghanistan to be governed?
6. Afghanistan is a Multi-ethnic country. What is your opinion on special, separate laws/rules and rights for ethnic
groups.
7. Afghanistan is a Multi-ethnic country. What is your opinion on the existence of separate ‘governments’ that rule
their own territory?
8. Should, according to you, all ethnic groups be represented equally in the government? Why (not)?
9. What is, according you, the least favorable way of governing Afghanistan?
10. What does it mean for you to be Afghan?
11. What is typical for the Afghan identity?
12. Has your Afghan identity an influence on how you deal with/treat others?
13. Is it possible for different ethnic groups to deal with each other without conflict?
14. Is there a big chance there will be problems between different ethnicities?
15. How can conflicts between ethnic groups be prevented?’
16. Do you ever experience difficulties when dealing with someone from a different ethnicity?

Appendix no.1 Ethnic map of Afghanistan
Source: https://www.essex.ac.uk/larg/images/Afghanistan.jpg
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Appendix no2. Theory based categories for the code manual

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

Afghan identity
Label : affective involvement (Davis 1999:30, p.9)
Definition: feeling love for a country.
Description: a person feels love/intimate feelings for his country. Feels safe and secure in his country.
Label: goal involvement (idem)
Definition: feeling driven to help a country forward.
Description: a person feels eager to work for one’s country and to help the country forward.
Label: ego involvement (idem)
Definition: someone gains self-value by being member o a certain group/nation.
Description: by being part of a country, being citizen of a country, a person gains self-value.
Label: ‘Afghan’
Definition: ‘Afghan’ denotes every individual of the nation of Afghanistan (Centlivres & Centlivres-Demont
2000:421, p.9)
Description: every citizen of Afghanistan is denoted by the word ‘Afghan’. This means that people from different
ethnic backgrounds are equally in being Afghan.
Label: being heroic (Centrelivres (Centrelivres 1988:286 in Hyman 2002:303, p. 10).
Definition: feeling heroic and strong.
Description: person feels heroic and strong, especially because of the struggles one went through.
Label: honour/being honoureus (Hatch Dupree 2002:2, p. 11)
Definition: honour is the rock of society
Description: honour is the very important in Afghanistan. Other values are built upon this.
Label: Self-honour (Hatch Dupree 2002:2, p. 11)
Definition: rock of the society, together with honour.
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8.

9.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Description: especially important notion for women. Need to take into consideration how one should behave.
Shame is important.
Label: dignity (Hatch Dupree 2002:2, p. 11)
Definition: shows for example in separated working places for men and women, as well as dress code.
Description: one feels a certain level of shame, limited contacts between men and women, dressing in a modest
way.
Label: hospitality (Saberi 2000 in idem:4, p.11)
Definition: treating people friendly, warm, generous.
Description: how to treat people in a friendly,warm and/or generous manner.
Self-governing rights
Label: federalism (Kymlicka 1995:27, p.13)
Definition: splitting of political power.
Description: power will be splitted between a central power (Kabul) and regional powers
Label: risk of organizing against central government[WS1]
Definition: fear of organizing against central government
Description: the fear exists that a federal system will lead to regional powers organizing against the central
government and/or against each other, which will possibly lead to conflicts.
Label: ensuring (local) autonomy (Lijphart 2004:104, p.13)
Definition: federalism ensures (local) autonomy.
Description: through federalism, local/regional powers will enjoy autonomy. (democracy??)
Label: legitimacy argument (Suhrke et.al 879, p.14)
Definition: people feel affiliated with local politics
Description: people feel more affiliated with local/regional politics than with the government in Kabul, which is
why federalism is a good choice.
Label: pragmatic argument (Suhrke et.al 879, p.14)
Definition: including (regional) warlords into politics
Description: because of the power and influence of warlords, they should be included in politics. Even though it is
also said that they are not able to provide ca civilian administrative structure and/or social services.

Special representation rights
1. Label: consocionalistism (Adeney2008:544).
Definition: a grand coalition of all parties involved
Description: all parties will be politically represented.
2. Label: democracy (Lijphart 2004:96).
Definition: consociationalism can contribute to democracy
Description: consociationalism is a possible way to built a democracy, when two things are being taken into
consideration: power sharing and group autonomy.
Polyethnic rights
1. Label: demanding special rights (Kymlicka 1995:31)
Definition: groups demand special rights for themselves
Description: groups demand special rights or the dispensation of some rights which they feel are in contradiction
with their values/beliefs.
2. Label: hampering assimilationistt/integrationist strategies (Adeney 2008:553)
Definition: polyethnic rights leads to the hampering of assimilationist/integrationist strategies.
Description: the concern exists that when some groups enjoy special rights, that this possibly hamper their
integration into the dominant society.
3. Label: language
Definition: languages acknowledged in the constitution as official languages of Afghanistan.
Description: Pashto and Dari, are the two official languages of Afghanistan, but in areas where another, third
language is most spoken, this language will be officially recognized too.
Social relations
1. Label: self-definition (Hogg, Terry&White 1995:259)
Definition: people define themselves in relation to others.
Description: people tend to define themselves in relation to others; their membership of a certain group helps them
to define themselves.
2. Label: minimum group situation/paradigm (Billig&Tajfel 1973:47-8)
Definition: in-group favoritism
Description: being categorized in a certain group results (often) into in-group favoritism.
3. Label: meaning (of group membership) (Huddy: 143[WS2] )
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4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

Definition: membership as having a influence on the voluntary adoption of a certain identity.
Description: it is thought that the meaning of a certain group membership can have a role in the adoption of a
certain identity as well as the consequences of being part of a certain group.
Label: group definition
Definition: internal and external principals/criteria make a group. These are: cognitive, evaluative and emotional.
Description: a group is defined by cognitive, evaluative and emotional components.
Label: group values (Huddy 2001:143, p.20)
Definition: four components give meaning/importance to a group.
Description: the four factors giving meaning/importance to a group are valence, identification with a prototype,
core values and differences from out-groups.
Label: self-categorization (Stets & Burke 2000:224, p.20).
Definition: categorizing oneself
Description: self-categorization means that people categorize/classify themselves in relation to others
Label: social comparison (Stets & Burke 2000:224, p.20).
Definition: categorizing others
Description: social comparison means that people categorize others, either as belonging to the in-group or an outgroup.
Label: depersonalization/stereotyping (Stets&Burke:232).
Definition: group norms are perceived as being normative
Description: the individual starts to act according to a certain prototype; acting according to certain norms.
Stereotyping.
Appendix n03. Summarizing raw data from the interviews
1. What do you think about the present situation in Afghanistan?
“sad and hopeless” (R.1)
“building up a destroyed country takes time. It’s not safe there” (R.2)
“feeling sad that after all these years there is still no rest [peace]”(R.3)
“there is a lot of unsafety and injustice” (R.4)
“It’s hard for every Afghan to see his country being changed into a hell” (R.5)
“too sad for words” (R.6)
“seeing children working hard is heartbreaking. Seems to get worse every day” (R.7)
“it’s heartbreaking to see”(R.8)
“the situation is not under control. There are fundamental mistakes in the political system. The country can only
grow when there is peace” (R.9)
“hopeless. There is barely no development and it’s still unsafe. Leaders seem to be powerless and egoistic” (R.10)
2. What would be the best way for Afghanistan to be governed?
“politics from 30/40 years ago, when there was peace in Afghanistan” (R.1)
“listen to the people. First help the poor people. There is a lot of poverty in Afghanistan (R.2)
“foreign forces and extremist groups should leave the country” (R.3)
“There should be no corruption anymore and the safety situation should be developed” (R.4)
“Democratic government” (R.5)
“A good and honest leader who doesn’t [only’] think about himself. (R.6)
“The Iranian method should be used” (R.7)
“A democratic state without corruption and with clear laws” (R.8)
“Those in the government that can be affiliated with the Taliban or other criminals should leave and people with
expertise should take their place” (R.9)
“The new generation should take over. They should replace them who are currently in government. Young people
who don’t have any links with a party (communist, Taliban, Islamic)” (R.10)
3. Afghanistan is a Multi-ethnic country. What is your opinion on special, separate laws/rules and
rights for ethnic groups.
“Not a good idea. I strive for equal treatment of all citizens” (R.1)
“It would be good, cause there is still a lot of unrest in the country, which has mostly to do with ethnic background”
(R.2)
“It’s a good idea” (R.3)
“Not everyone will be treated the same way. There should be done something against this” (R.4[WS3] )
“There is a lot of discrimination and there is too much focus on groups. It’s based on nothing in fact” (R.5)
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“There should be equality and justice” (R.6)
“It’s a bad idea. It will lead to division in the country” (R.7)
“Every law should count for every Afghan citizen. One should not treat groups differently” (R.8)
“It’s nonsense. Unless Afghanistan will be divided into several sub-states” (R.9)
“Afghanistan should be one! I am against every law based on ethnicity. We have suffered too long from the focus
on differences. If you love your country [Afghanistan], you don’t talk about ethnic questions, or shia/sunni,
etcetera” (R.10)
4. Afghanistan is a Multi-ethnic country. What is your opinion on the existence of separate
‘governments’ that rule their own territory?
”Good, when there is also a central government. But it could work if separate states decide things for themselves. A
bit like in the Netherlands, with the different communal areas” (R.1)
“Good, because some states/gebieden don’t get any attention right now” (R2)
“It will lead to differences and with that conflict” (R3)
“If they govern in a just/right way and the people are satisfied, why not?” (R4)
“It sounds ideal, but can they work it out? I don’t think so” (R5)
“Nonsense” (R6)
“It’s a bad idea. Everyone will play ‘own boss’” (R7)
“I like the idea of having municipalities like in the Netherlands (R8)
“It can work, but it can be catastrophal for those areas with no or less resources and where the risk exists that
people support the Taliban, which can lead to a situation where the Taliban will work from inside” (R9)
“Bad idea!” (R10)
5. Should, according to you, all ethnic groups be represented equally in the government? Why (not)?
“Everyone should get the same chances. But in the end it’s quality that counts” (R1)
“Yes, because Afghanistan needs unity and this possible when everyone is represented” (R2)
“To treat each other respectful and equal is important for a successful country” (R3)
“Yes, everyone should have a chance to be involved” (R4)
“There is a lot of discrimination and everyone knows/sees it, but nobody does something” (R5)
“It’s not good to have differences” (R6)
“Everybody has the right to be represented. This is not the case now in Afghanistan” (R7)
“At the moment some groups are conceived to be less than others, and other groups feel superior. It has been this
way a long time, and it should change” (R8)
“Nowadays, every choice is made based upon ethnicity. People should choose based upon personality, political
motives and expertise, not based on ethnicity (R9)
“Ofcourse. Why should we make a difference? This will only lead to hatred and jealousy. ‘Together we stand
strong’ should be our motto (R10)
6. What is, according you, the least favorable way of governing Afghanistan?
“Puppet regime (VS/the West)” (R1)
“The way it’s going right now” (R2)
“Based on religion” (R3)
“With unjustfull leaders” (R4)
X (R5)
“Giving power to an egoist” (R6)
“Like in Iran” (R7)
“Dictatorship and corruption” (R8)
“Like it is now or under/with the Taliban (R9)
“It’s funny to see how those who have been involved in war, are now having seats in the parliament, sitting there,
sleeping and get paid. It’s time that they leave and make room for new, fresh, young Afghans, amongst them who
have studied abroad” (R10)
7. What does it mean for you to be Afghan?
“I don’t have a lot with Afghanistan, since I have been living in the Netherlands since I was young. I know
Afghanistan from some vague memories and stories from my parents” (R1)
“I am an Afghan who fled to a country where I will always looked upon as second range citizen. Despite this, I am
a proud Afghan and I hope to go back one day” (R2)
“I don’t know a lot about Afghanistan. There is a lot going on there, which makes its even more difficult” (R3)
“I’m proud of my background” (R4)
“I am proud to be an Afghan, but I also feel powerless to not be able to mean anything for Afghanistan” (R5)
“It’s part of my culture which makes me proud” (R6)
X (R.7)
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“Being Afghan means being strong, and to grab the chances the Netherlands gives me, despite all the bad luck to
keep going on. It’s sad we receive bad attention because of the Taliban, but I will never betray my country. I am
proud of my beautiful country with its beautiful nature, that many do not know about” (R8)
“I honestly have no idea” (R9)
“A lot. I am a proud Afghan, proud of my country and of my people. I respect those who didn’t leave their country
despite the wars. We have a rich culture and a beautiful history. A beautiful country, but we don’t ‘use’ it the best
we can. Like Karzai said once: ‘we are lions’” (R10)
8. What is typical for the Afghan identity?
“Proud, assimilate and survive. Afghan in Afghanistan have a survivors mentality. They are proud of their country,
even though there is war. Afghans outside of Afghanistan try to assimilate to western values and norms and being
part of the society there/here” (R1)
X (R2)
“Follow traditions” (R3)
“Hospitality, respect. Sometimes interfere a bit too much with others” (R4)
“To not look further than your own nose” (lit.translation from Dutch).
“Hospitality and eating a lot!” (R6)
“Traditional Afghan clothing” (R7)
“Refugee?” (R8)
“Afghans are too different to say something about this” (R9)
“Difficult question. I can’t answer this question” (R10)
9. Has your Afghan identity an influence on how you deal with/treat others?
“Not that I know about, but maybe indirect” (R1)
“I am an integrated Muslima who tries to find her place in the Dutch society. My behavior has nothing to do with
me being Afghan” (R2)
“It doesn’t mean a lot to me” (R3)
“Yes, having respect for the elderly for example” (R4)
“No, I have been raised with a lot of freedom. My parents taught me to not see differences between people. And
also my religion teaches me this” (R5)
“When I deal with Afghans, yes” (R6)
“Unconsciously yes, paying respect for example” (R7)
“My answer given earlier was ‘refuguee’. Every Afghan in the Netherlands is a refugee. You can see this in my
behavior. I would be so ashamed if I would misbehave when the Netherlands is giving me all these chances and
offered me a place to stay” (R8)
“A little bit since my parents taught me Afghan norms and values when they raised me” (R9)
“Yes, because of my Afghan identity I am more hospitable and patience” (R10)
10. Is it possible for different ethnic groups to deal with each other without conflict?
“Earlier, during my parents time [youth] yes, but now it becomes more difficult, because everything is said openly
on (social) media” (R1)
“Yes it is possible to deal with each other without conflict and this is not difficult too. The point is to listen and to
try to understand” (R2)
“It should be possible” (R3)
“It depends on the person. If you’re social and understand that no one is better than another, then it’s possible” (R4)
“It should be possible, but we don’t see it unfortunately. It’s not logical to look at someone’s belief/religion or
background to know how someone is. You should look at people like human beings, nothing else” (R5)
“Ofcourse, we are all human” (R6)
“No” (R7)
“It would perfect, but this is not realistic. There are always people with a different opinion and who don’t know
how to behave. But we should strive towards a society with different ethnicities where love, peace and brotherhood
are central” (R8)
“Yes, why not. As long as the extremist stay away, the ‘normal’ citizens have no problems with each other” (R9)
“Differences lead to diversity and new ‘experiences’. If we all would be the same, it would be so boring. But I do
know some people who are egoistic and feel that their group is superior and sovereign” (R10)’
11. Is there a big chance there will be problems between different ethnicities?
“In Afghanistan yes, but not in the West. Especially those who are born and raised here, they are more open
towards other ethnicities, norms and values and etctera” (R1)
“I don’t think there will be problems. Back in the days it went very well and people treated each other with love.
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There is always a small group causing agitation, but that doesn’t mean people can’t treat each other well” (R2)
“Yes” (R3)
“It depends on the person” (R4)
“Yes, because they can’t find a solution together and because they don’t accept each other, but still make demands”
(R5)
“No, it shouldn’t be that way” (R6)
“They have been raised with different rules. They won’t agree so easily and this can lead to conflict” (R7)
“I think they will learn how to behave with each other and they will discover that ethnicity shouldn’t influence your
behavior” (R8)
“The old generation has been through too much to forget, but the younger generation should start afresh”(R9)
“There can always be problems, but I think they can also be prevented” (R10)
12. How can conflicts between ethnic groups be prevented?’
“Mainly to talk with each other about differences and similarities, and to respect each other” (R1)
“To listen and to learn to understand. So not listen in order to react” (R2)
“To respect each other” (R3)
“To treat each other friendly and be honest with each other” (R4)
“We should teach the next generation that it [ethnicities] is bullshit and that we are all human and Afghan” (R5)
“Communication and explanation” (R6)
“If all ethnic groups will be ‘mixed up’ and have to follow the same rules” (R7)
“People from different ethnicities should be ‘forced’ to deal with each other and work together” (R8)
“At this moment I think of a federal states solution or young western [Afghan] politicians should go back to grab
power” (R9)
“For example through media. To give the people a more nationalistic feeling, so they talk more about the country,
instead of about a certain group. Media is a good platform, able to show the good sides of all the differences”
(R10).
13. Do you ever experience difficulties when dealing with someone from a different ethnicity?
“No, not that I know of” (R1)
“There are always people with sectarian hate. It’s important to educate those people and to tell them that you want
to create unity, not hatred” (R2)
“No, not at all” (R3)
“No, I can deal with every ethnicity” (R4)
“Yes, I know some girls who are not allowed to marry someone from a different ethnic group, because they are
considered to be different” (R5).
“No, it’s all about good communication” (R6).
“No” (R7)
“No, not at all” (R8)
“Dutch Afghans are too down to earth for that” (R9)
“No”.

Appendix no4. Theory- and data driven codes
List of theory-driven codes
1)Name of theory-driven code:
Explanation of code:
Respondents:

affective involvement (Davis 1999:30, p.9)
feeling love/intimate feelings for one’s country.
-“I am an Afghan who fled to a country where I will always looked
upon as second range citizen. Despite this, I am a proud Afghan and I
hope to go back one day” (R2)
-“I’m proud of my background” (R4)
-“I am proud to be an Afghan, but I also feel powerless to not be able
to mean anything for Afghanistan” (R5)
-“It’s part of my culture which makes me proud” (R6)
-“A lot. I am a proud Afghan, proud of my country and of my people. I
respect those who didn’t leave their country despite the wars. We have
a rich culture and a beautiful history. A beautiful country, but we don’t
‘use’ it the best we can. Like Karzai said once: ‘we are lions’” (R10)
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2)Name of theory-driven code:
Explanation of code:
Respondents:

3)Name of theory-driven code:
Explanation of code:
Respondents:

4)Name of theory-driven code:
Explanation of code:
Respondents:

5)Name of theory-driven code:
Explanation of code:
Respondents:

6)Name of theory-driven code:
Explanation of code:
Respondents:

being heroic (Centrelivres 1988:286 in Hyman 2002:303, p. 10)
feeling heroic and strong, especially because of the struggles one went
through.
-“Being Afghan means being strong, and to grab the chances the
Netherlands gives me, despite all the bad luck, to keep going on. It’s
sad we receive bad attention because of the Taliban, but I will never
betray my country. I am proud of my beautiful country with its
beautiful nature, that many do not know about” (R8)
-“A lot. I am a proud Afghan, proud of my country and of my people. I
respect those who didn’t leave their country despite the wars. We have
a rich culture and a beautiful history. A beautiful country, but we don’t
‘use’ it the best we can. Like Karzai said once: ‘we are lions’” (R10)
-“Proud, assimilate and survive. Afghan in Afghanistan have a
survivors mentality. They are proud of their country, even though there
is war. Afghans outside of Afghanistan try to assimilate to western
values and norms and being part of the society there/here” (R1)
hospitality (Saberi in Hatch Dupree 2002:2, p. 11)
how to treat people in a friendly, warm,
generous manner.
-“Hospitality, respect. Sometimes interfere a bit too much
with others” (R4)
-“Hospitality and eating a lot!” (R6)
-“Yes, because of my Afghan identity I am more hospitable and
patience” (R10)
‘Afghan’ (Centlivres & Centlivres-Demont
2000:421, p.9)
every citizen of Afghanistan is denoted by the word
‘Afghan’.
-“Afghanistan should be one! I am against every law
based on ethnicity. We have suffered too long from the focus on
differences. If you love your country [Afghanistan], you don’t talk
about ethnic questions, or shia/sunni, etcetera” (R.10)
-“There is a lot of discrimination and there is too much focus on
groups. It’s based on nothing in fact” (R.5)
positive about federalism (Kymlicka 1995:27,
p.13)
power will be splitted between a central power (Kabul)
and regional powers – positive attitudes towards this.
-”Good, when there is also a central government. But it could work if
separate states decide things for themselves. A bit like in the
Netherlands, with the different communal areas” (R.1)
-“Good, because some states/gebieden don’t get any attention right
now” (R2)
-“If they govern in a just/right way and the people are satisfied, why
not?” (R4)
-“I like the idea of having municipalities like in the Netherlands” (R8)
-“It can work, but it can be catastrophal for those areas with no or less
resources and where the risk exists that people support the Taliban,
which can lead to a situation where the Taliban will work from
inside”(R9).
negative about federalism (Kymlicka 1995:27, p.13)
power will be splitted between a central power (Kabul)
and regional powers – negative attitudes towards this.
-“It will lead to differences and with that
conflict” (R3)
-“It sounds ideal, but can they work it out? I don’t think so” (R5)
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-“Nonsense” (R6)
-“It’s a bad idea. Everyone will play ‘own boss’”
(R7)
-“Bad idea!” (R10)
7)Name of code:
Explanation of code:
Respondents:

8)Name of code:
Explanation of code:
Respondents:
9)Name of code:
Explanation of code:
Respondents:

List of data-driven codes
1)Name of data-driven code:
Explanation of code:
Respondents:

positive feelings about special representation rights
positive attitudes towards special representation
rights
-“Everyone should get the same chances. But in the end
it’s quality that counts” (R1)
-“Yes, because Afghanistan needs unity and this possible when
everyone is represented” (R2)
-“To treat each other respectful and equal is important for a successful
country” (R3)
-“Yes, everyone should have a chance to be
involved” (R4)
-“There is a lot of discrimination and everyone knows/sees it, but
nobody does something” (R5)
-“It’s not good to have differences” (R6)
-“Everybody has the right to be represented. This is not the case now
in Afghanistan” (R7)
-“At the moment some groups are conceived to be less than others, and
other groups feel superior. It has been this way a long time, and it
should change” (R8)
-“Nowadays, every choice is made based upon ethnicity. People should
choose based upon personality, political motives and expertise, not
based on ethnicity” (R9)
-“Ofcourse. Why should we make a difference? This will only lead to
hatred and jealousy. ‘Together we stand strong’ should be our motto
(R10)
positive attitudes towards polyethnic rights
polyethnic rights refer to special rights for ethnic groups- what are positive
attitudes from the respondents towards this?
-“It would be good, cause there is still a lot of unrest in the country,
which has mostly to do with ethnic background” (R.2)
negative attitudes towards polyethnic rights
polyethnic rights refer to special rights for ethnic groups- what are the
negative attitudes from the respondents towards this?
-“Not a good idea. I strive for equal treatment of all citizens” (R.1)
-Not everyone will be treated the same way. There should be done
something against this” (R.4[WS4] )
-“There is a lot of discrimination and there is too much focus on
groups. It’s based on nothing in fact” (R.5)
-“There should be equality and justice” (R.6)
-“It’s a bad idea. It will lead to division in the country” (R.7)
-“Every law should count for every Afghan citizen. One should not
treat groups differently” (R.8)
-“It’s nonsense. Unless Afghanistan will be divided into several substates” (R.9)
-“Afghanistan should be one! I am against every law based on
ethnicity. We have suffered too long from the focus on differences. If
you love your country [Afghanistan], you don’t talk about ethnic
questions, or shia/sunni, etcetera” (R.10)
pride/feeling proud
feeling proud of one’s country
“A lot. I am a proud Afghan, proud of my country and of my people. I
respect those who didn’t leave their country despite the wars. We have
a rich culture and a beautiful history. A beautiful country, but we don’t
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‘use’ it the best we can. Like Karzai said once: ‘we are lions’” (R10)
-“Proud, assimilate and survive. Afghan in Afghanistan have a
survivors mentality. They are proud of their country, even though there
is war. Afghans outside of Afghanistan try to assimilate to western
values and norms and being part of the society there/here” (R1)
-“I am an Afghan who fled to a country where I will always looked
upon as second range citizen. Despite this, I am a proud Afghan and I
hope to go back one day” (R2)
-“I’m proud of my background” (R4)
-“I am proud to be an Afghan, but I also feel powerless, to not be able
to mean anything for Afghanistan” (R5)
-“It’s part of my culture which makes me proud” (R6)
2)Name of code:
Explanation of code:
Respondents:

preventing conflict
how can conflict between ethnic groups be avoided?
“Mainly to talk with each other about differences and similarities, and
to respect each other” (R1)
“To listen and to learn to understand. So not listen in order to react”
(R2)
“To respect each other” (R3)
“To treat each other friendly and be honest with each other” (R4)
“We should teach the next generation that it [ethnicities] is bullshit
and that we are all human and Afghan” (R5)
“Communication and explanation” (R6[WS5] )
“If all ethnic groups will be ‘mixed up’ and have to follow the same
rules” (R7)
“People from different ethnicities should be ‘forced’ to deal with each
other and work together” (R8)
“At this moment I think of a federal states solution or young western
[Afghan] politicians should go back to grab power” (R9)
“For example through media. To give the people a more nationalistic
feeling, so they talk more about the country, instead of about a certain
group. Media is a good platform, able to show the good sides of all the
differences” (R10).

3)Name of code:
Explanation of code:

most favored way of governing Afghanistan
what according to the respondents is the most favourable way of governing Afghanistan.
-“politics from 30/40 years ago, when there was peace in
Afghanistan” (R.1)
-“listen to the people. First help the poor people. There is a lot of poverty in
Afghanistan (R.2)
-“foreign forces and extremist groups should leave the country”
(R.3)
-“There should be no corruption anymore and the safety situation should be
developed” (R.4)
-“Democratic government” (R.5)
-“A good and honest leader who doesn’t [only’] think about himself. (R.6)
-“The Iranian method should be used[WS6] ” (R.7)
-“A democratic state without corruption and with clear laws”
(R.8)
-“Those in the government that can be affiliated with the Taliban or other criminals
should leave and people with expertise should take their place” (R.9)
-“The new generation should take over. They should replace them who are currently
in government. Young people who don’t have any links with a party (communist,
Taliban, Islamic)” (R.10)

Respondents:

4) Name of code:
Explanation of code:
Respondents:

least favored way of governing Afghanistan
what, according to the respondents, is the least favored way of governing Afghanistan.
-“Puppet regime (VS/the West)” (R1)
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-“The way it’s going right now” (R2)
-“Based on religion” (R3)
-“With unjustful leaders” (R4)
-X (R5)
-“Giving power to an egoist” (R6)
-“Like in Iran” (R7)
-“Dictatorship and corruption” (R8)
-“Like it is now or under/with the Taliban” (R9)
-“It’s funny to see how those who have been involved in war, are now having seats in
the parliament, sitting there, sleeping and get paid. It’s time that they leave and make
room for new, fresh, young Afghans, amongst them who have studied abroad” (R10)

